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Y MEDIA TEAM LIVE ON LOCATION ALONG WITH GROUP EDITOR & CEO, YUDHVIR JASWAL, AT LOWE'S BRAMPTON SOUTH WAS
AN ENORMOUS SUCCESS.

WATCH Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH DEFENCE MINISTER ANITA ANAND, ONLY ON CHANNEL Y BELL 828, TELUS 2418, ROGERS
857, IGNITE 707; OR LISTEN TO RADIO Y 91.9 FM OR VISIT SOUTHASIANDAILY.COM

CANADA'S 2022 BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS2+2 STARTS OFF LOOKING ON
DIFFERENCE INDIA, US CAN MAKE

I DETAILS ON PAGE 32

CANADA’S EMPLOYMENT RISES BY 73,000
(+0.4%) IN MARCH, UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

FALLS TO 5.3%, LOWEST SINCE 1976

$452.3 billion in new spending on projected revenue of $408.4 billion for a
deficit of $52.8 billion. The debt to GDP ratio is pegged at 45.1 per cent
1. HOUSING
* to provide $4 billion over five years, starting in 2022-23, to launch a new
Housing Accelerator Fund that is flexible to the needs and realities of cities
and communities
* To ensure that more affordable housing can be built quickly, Budget 2022
proposes to provide $1.5 billion over two years, starting in 2022-23, to extend
the Rapid Housing Initiative.
* Doubling support provided through the First Time Home Buyers' Tax Credit
from $750 to $1,500.
* $475 million in 2022-23 to provide a one-time, $500 payment to those
facing housing affordability challenge.
* Introducing a Multigenerational Home Renovation Tax Credit, which pro-
vides up to $7,500 in support for constructing a secondary suite.
2. DEFENCE
* More than $8 billion in new funding to better equip the Canadian Armed
Forces, strengthen Canada's contributions to our core alliances like NATO and
NORAD, and reinforce Canada's cyber security;

"What India and the US do together will make a difference", External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar has said at the start of the 2+2 Dialogue between the
two countries laying out the meeting's broad agenda.
The sentiment was echoed by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, Secretary of
State Antony Blinken and Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin, the other participants
in Monday's 2+2 meeting of the defence and diplomatic leaders.
Downplaying the differences between India and the US on the approaches to
the Russian invasion of Ukraine, US President Joe Biden began his virtual
summit with Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday by highlighting India's
humanitarian assistance to Ukraine.
"I want to welcome India's humanitarian support to the people of Ukraine.
We're going to continue our close consultation on how to manage the
destabilising effects of this Russian war," Biden said.
Modi spoke of India's relief supplies to Ukraine and condemned the killings of
civilians in Bucha, which he called "very worrying", adding that the Parliament
had extensive discussions on Ukraine. "We have sent medicines and other
relief materials to Ukraine and to its neighbouring countries, and on Ukraine's
request, we will be sending them another consignment of medicines very
soon," Modi said.

Employment rose by 73,000 (+0.4%) in March. The unemployment
rate fell 0.2 percentage points to 5.3%, the lowest rate on record since
comparable data became available in 1976.
Employment gains were driven by women aged 55 and older and men
aged 25 to 54. Employment increased in both the goods- and services-
producing sectors. Gains were concentrated in Ontario and Quebec.
Total hours worked rose 1.3% in March. Average hourly wages
increased 3.4% on a year-over-year basis.

RICHARD JONATHAN EDWIN, 39 CHARGED
WITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER OF KARTIK

VASUDEV & ELIJAH MAHEPATH
The Toronto Police Service has
made arrests in random attack
investigations, including two
homicides, an attempt murder
and a stabbing case. At a news
conference today (Tuesday,
April 12, 2022) Chief of Police
James Ramer updated the
media on the arrest of 39-year-old Richard Jonathan Edwin in homicide
investigations  for 2022.

BROOKLYN SUBWAY SHOOTING SUSPECT,
FRANK ROBERT JAMES, 62, ARRESTED

The man suspect of shooting 10 commuters on a subway train in
Brooklyn, New York City, was arrested after a 30-hour manhunt,
authorities said.
The suspect, Frank James, was taken into custody
without incident on Wednesday afternoon in
Manhattan after police received a tip, New
York City Pol ice Commissioner
Keechant Sewel l  said at a press
conference.

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES ASKING FOR
BLOOD AND PLASMA DONATIONS OVER THE

HOLIDAY WEEKEND
Donors in Mississauga encouraged to give like lives depend on it this Easter. While
many Canadians are getting ready to enjoy the Easter long weekend, there are
patients who need donors to give lifesaving blood and plasma. Canadian Blood
Services is asking new and returning donors in Mississauga to show up to help
others. With the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions across the country, many Canadians
have returned to a new normal during holiday weekends. Travel and family activities
make it difficult for people to find time to donate, but the demand for blood and blood
products never stops.

LOOK AT EUROPE, NOT INDIA WHEN IT
COMES TO RUSSIAN OIL: JAISHANKAR

External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar has given a resounding retort to an Al-
Jazeera reporter asking her to look at Europe when she said India risked sanctions
for currency arrangements for energy purchases. "If you
are looking at energy purchases from Russia, I would
suggest that your attention should be focused on Europe,"
he said, and after pausing dramatically as if making a
mental calculation, he added, "Probably our total
purchases for the month would be less than what
Europe does in an afternoon. So you might
want to think about that."

I CONTD. ON PAGE 9
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PAKISTAN PM SHEHBAZ SHARIF SEEKS
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF OUTSTANDING

DISPUTES WITH INDIA

I DETAILS ON PAGE 7
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Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JAZZY B (INDO- CANADIAN PUNJABI SINGER) WITH OUR HOST
SIA LAKHANPAL. WATCH ONLY ON CHANNEL Y BELL 828, TELUS 2418, ROGERS 857, IGNITE 707; OR
LISTEN TO RADIO Y 91.9 FM OR VISIT SOUTHASIANDAILY.COM FOR MORE DETAILS.

WILL IMRAN KHAN AND HIS PARTY'S MASS
RESIGNATION FROM PARLIAMENT HELP?

After being ejected from power through a no-confidence vote in the
parliament with opposition claiming majority, Imran Khan's Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) decided to not only boycott the voting proceed-
ings but also rendered resignations, creating a major void by emptying
at least 133 constituencies.
Imran Khan's decision to render mass resignations from the National
Assembly was a difficult pill to swallow for many of PTI members as
there was a clear deviation within the party. Many party members
were of the view that resigning will cede ground open for its opposition
parties, something that would not help the PTI but may show its nega-

tive affect and impact on Imran Khan's demand of early elections in the country. However, the final decision was left
for Imran Khan to take, who decided to render mass resignations. The question is if this move will help Imran Khan
achieve his prime goal of having early elections in the country or not?
Imran Khan has decided to take to the streets and protest against what he calls an imported government, "which has
came into power with the help of a US-led international conspiracy" against him. The main agenda behind the public
protests across Pakistan is to show public strength and create enough pressure on the Shehbaz Sharif-led coalition
government to announce general elections at the earliest.
It is a fact that Imran Khan's latest narrative of an anti-US uproar, international conspiracy has gained him a major uplift
in his popularity among the masses, who came out in huge number to show their support to him and rejected
accepting the newly- elected government under Shehbaz Sharif.
Now, with Imran Khan and his team out of the Assembly, a thorough plan has been formulated for staging big public
gatherings, demanding the government to hold early elections.
While Imran Khan believes that public pressure will push the government towards going into early elections, the
decision to resign from the parliament may not help him achieve his desired result from the public uproar.
By not being in the assembly, the PTI loses out on being part of any legislation, formation of commissions, or major
decision-making process. It also would not be able to challenge the ruling benches with its demand of early elections
in the parliament, the very place where this particular decision will be made. Imran Khan says that he cannot sit in
the same parliament with what he refers as "thieves and looters of the country's wealth".
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OSLER FOUNDATION’S HOLI GALA DAZZLES GUESTS

AND RAISES $847,000 FOR LOCAL HOSPITALS

William Osler Health System Foundation’s (Osler Foundation) ninth annual Holi Gala, presented by BVD Group,
returned in person last Saturday, bringing over 600 attendees together for an exciting and colourful celebration
of spring. Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of sponsors and guests, this was the most successful Holi
Gala in the event’s history, raising $847,000 to support essential surgical equipment needs at Osler’s Brampton
Civic Hospital, Etobicoke General Hospital, and Peel Memorial Centre for Integrated Health and Wellness.
Included among the evening’s generous supporters is Armour Insurance Brokers Ltd., who stepped up with a
$100,000 donation during the event’s Fund A Need donation rally, and the Rotary Club of Brampton, who
matched all contributions, up to $100,000. “This year’s Holi Gala was more meaningful than ever before,” said
Ken Mayhew, President and CEO, of Osler Foundation. “The incredible display of colour, entertainment, and
lively festivities was something many of us haven’t experienced for over 24 months. We are incredibly grateful
for the support of our community, and everyone involved in the Holi Gala, from committee members who
helped organize the event, to the hundreds of people who attended, making this much-anticipated event a huge
success.” “BVD Group was honoured to be the presenting sponsor of this year’s Holi Gala,” said Bikram
Dhillon, President, BVD Group. “It was wonderful to come together to celebrate while supporting Osler Foun-
dation and ensuring a bright future for health care in our community.” “Health care has been top of mind for
many people in the past two years,” said Adesh Vora, President and CEO SRx Health Solutions, Holi Gala
Diamond Sponsor. “It was a natural fit for our organization to sponsor the Holi Gala and help raise critical funds
for our community hospitals. We are pleased to be able to support such a worthy cause.” The festivities
included an energizing performance by the Crown Prince of Bhangra, Jazzy B, and a spectacular auction with
prizes, including courtside tickets to see the Toronto Raptors, one-year tuition from Mentor College, and a one-
year lease on a 2022 Mercedes-Benz vehicle.  Guests of Holi Gala – Festival of Colours were entertained by
Bhangra superstar, Jazzy B. The ninth annual event raised more than $846,000 for William Osler Health System.
The Holi Gala was made possible through sponsors’ generosity. In addition to presenting sponsor BVD Group,
the event attracted generous support from Diamond Sponsor: SRx Health Solutions; Emerald Sponsors: In ‘N Out
Car Wash and Detailing Centre, and Ryerson University; Ruby Sponsors: Armour Insurance Brokers, Bell, CIBC, Jessie Mann
Insurance & Financial Services Inc. – Co-operators, Mentor College, Nanda and Associate Lawyers, Pride Group,
Pfizer, SBS Expedited Services Ltd., SSP Truck Line Inc., and True North Freight Solutions.

The Holi Gala 2022 volunteer Steering Committee: (L-R) John Digby, Akhil Shah, Sabrina Hazel, Dr. Gurjit Bajwa, Pal Ghumman,
Gurwinder Gill, Pankaj Bajaj, Seema Sharma, Dr. Vandana Ahulwalia, Manny Mann, Sanjay Sinha, Jake Dheer.

Jadoo Entertainment Dance Company dazzled guests of Holi Gala – Festival of Colours with vibrant performances.
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CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
Patients are grateful for Canadians who take the time to donate.
At 765 Britannia Rd W in Mississauga there are 45 open appointments
to fill at donation events that run:
Saturday, April 16, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday, April 18 from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
At this time, we can only welcome people with appointments. Same
day appointments are available every day at many donor centres and
community events across the country.
If you’re in general good health, we ask that new and returning donors
book and keep their donation appointments. If you are unable to make
it to your appointment, please cancel it so that we can try to find
someone else to take your place or re-book into the following month.
Note: If you have travelled to the USA in the past 14 days, you will not
be eligible to donate until at least 14 days after you have returned.
Travel eligibility criteria is available on blood.ca.
In addition to blood, plasma and platelets, more potential stem cell
donors are immediately needed to suppor t patients requiring lifesaving
treatment. We urge eligible individuals between the ages of 17 and 35
to join Canadian Blood Services Stem Cell Registry online.
Whether you give blood, platelets and plasma, or register to be a stem
cell, organ and tissue donor – show up and give like lives depend on
it, because they do.
Book now on blood.ca, use the GiveBlood app or call 1 888 2 DONATE
(1-888-236-6283).

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES ASKING FOR
BLOOD AND PLASMA DONATIONS OVER THE

HOLIDAY WEEKEND

Why are some kids at high risk of Covid-related MIS-C?
Though Covid was rare and mild in children, some of those infected
faced severe multisystem inflammatory syndrome (MIS) and had to
be admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU).
An international team led by researchers at the University of Alber ta
in Canada found that kids older than five years of age and those with
high blood markers for inflammation were at the highest risk of
developing Covid-related MIS-in children (MIS-C).
According to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
MIS-C is a condition where different body par ts can become inflamed,
including the hear t ,  lungs, kidneys, brain, skin, eyes, or
gastrointestinal organs.
"Multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children is a new diagnosis,
with differing diagnostic criteria that have not been validated," Dr.
Joan Robinson, a paediatrician at the University and co-authors wrote
in the paper published in Canadian Medical Association Journal.
"Most of these children lacked a history of contact with a person with
proven SARS-CoV-2 infection. Identifying exposure can be difficult as
infected contacts may be asymptomatic or may never have been
tested," he added.

In the research, the team included 232 children younger than 18
admitted to 1 of 15 centres - 13 in Canada, 1 in Costa Rica and 1 in Iran
- for suspected MIS-C between March 1, 2020, and March 7, 2021.
The patients met the World Health Organization's definition for MIS-C,
which includes fever persisting for at least three days; elevated C-
reactive protein, which indicates inflammation; illness involving two
or more systems with no obvious microbial cause of inflammation; and
positivity for Covid or suspected contact with a positive case.
Most patients (89 per cent) had gastrointestinal symptoms such as pain and
dermatological problems like rashes and swelling (85 per cent).
Cardiac involvement was common (59 per cent),  as were
abnormalities in blood coagulation (90 per cent).
Of the 232 children, 73 (31.5 per cent) were admitted to ICU, and 47
(64 per cent) of them needed treatment for very low blood pressure.
The risk of admission to the ICU was higher in children aged 6-12
years (44 per cent) and 13-17 years (46 per cent) than in children
aged 0-5 years (18 per cent).
The authors call for international consensus on MIS-C diagnostic
criteria to enhance clinical care and research.

SIDHU SLAMS PUNJAB GOVT ON LAW AND ORDER SITUATION
Congress leader Navjot Singh Sidhu on Saturday slammed the Aam
Aadmi Par ty government in Punjab over deteriorating law and order
situation by sharing a photo of a girl found dead with her hands and
legs tied on a highway.
"(Bhagwant) Maansaab, today a young girl was found dead with her
hands & legs tied on highway in Dhanaula& a man killed in Khem
Karan," Sidhu tweeted.
"No fear of law.... If such law and order situation continues, nobody
will stay here. First ensure safety of 3 crore Punjabis who are here,
before inviting foreigners."

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
"Recently, the news about the killings of innocent civilians in Bucha was
very worrying. We have instantly condemned the killings and have called
for an independent inquiry," he said, speaking in Hindi with simultaneous
interpretation in English.
The summit took place before the 2+2 Ministerial Dialogue of External
Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh with US
Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin.
Modi said the summit "is very important as it will provide direction for
discussions" at the 2+2 meeting.
At the White House, Biden sat at a semi-circular table with the US secretaries
to his right and Indian ministers and Ambassador Taranjit Singh Sandhu to
his left, facing Modi on a video screen.
While ending his introductory remarks, Biden, who is known for his several
slips of the tongue, addressed Modi as "Mr President" although elsewhere
during the brief speech he called him the Prime Minister.
The media that was in the room to watch the start of the summit was not
allowed to ask questions and was ushered out even as they were shouting
questions. Before the summit, Blinken and Jaishankar, and Austin and
Singh, held separate bilateral meetings.
Austin welcomed Singh to the Pentagon with an honour guard.
India has stayed mostly neutral on the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
abstaining eight times on Ukraine-related voting at the United Nations.
This and India buying oil from Russia have led to criticism of India in the US
and suggestions of imposing sanctions, even though energy purchases
are allowed under the US sanctions and European US allies continue to buy
far higher amounts of energy from Moscow.
The Biden administration has tried to ward off criticism of India, which is a
key player in its global strategy.
Hence, Biden stressed India's humanitarian aid to Ukraine.
"Our continued consultation and dialogue are key to ensuring the US-India
relationship continues to grow deeper and stronger, delivering our people
and our global good, good that we all are seeking, managed particularly in
your part of the world", Biden said.
Modi recalled that at their meeting in September, Biden had said "that the
India America partnership can contribute to solving a lot of global problems".
"I totally agree with you. As two democracies that are the world's largest

2+2 STARTS OFF LOOKING ON DIFFERENCE INDIA, US CAN MAKE
and oldest, we are natural partners and progress that has taken place in our
relations in the last few years, the new momentum that has been created,
would have been hard to even imagine a few decades ago," Modi said.
Stressing the democracy link, Modi said, "At the beginning of your term in
office, you used to use the very important slogan, ?Democracies can
deliver'. India-America partnership and its success is the best means to
make the slogan meaningful this year."
On US' ties with India, Biden said, "We have the same concerns about the
global challenges we faced with Covid-19. Advancing health security and
tracking the climate crisis, and we share a strong and growing major
defence partnership.
"And our partnership is a deep connection between our people ties of
family, of friendship and of shared values."
Jaishankar also said that their discussions of contemporary developments
will include Ukraine, Afghanistan, the Gulf and the subcontinent.
There will be a significant focus on the Indo-Pacific, where "we have seen
particularly over the last year, both an elevation and an intensification of the
Quad" he said referring to the four-member group of India, the US, Australia
and Japan.
Austin, who said that "the Indian partnership is a critical building block and
a more resilient regional security architecture", spoke of standing up to
China as it tries to refashion the regional and international system to serve
its "authoritarian interest."
"Today we are positioning the US and Indian militaries to operate and
coordinate closely together across all domains, and increasingly across
the wider Indo-Pacific all in support of a rule of law, freedom of the seas,
and regional peace and security", he said.
"And now more than ever, democracies must stand together to defend and
preserve our values", he said.
He said that they will be discussing "a range of bilateral defence priorities
including deeper information sharing and industrial cooperation. All this
will help to ensure that our militaries are ready to meet any challenge".
Singh said, "Our Major Defense Partnership is one of the most important
pillars of India's strategic relations as the largest country and central in
Indian Ocean". "As a democracy. India has a critical role to play in the
Indian Ocean region and in the wider Indo-Pacific to the east and the
neighbourhood", he said.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
* Up to $1 billion in new loan resources for the Ukrainian government through the
International Monetary Fund to help keep its embattled government operating
3. CLIMATE
* $1.7 billion over five years to extend the Incentives for Zero-Emission
Vehicles program until March 2025 to help more Canadians get behind the
wheel of zero-emission vehicles
* $547 million over four years starting in 2022-23 to help businesses up-
grade their fleets to zero-emission vehicles.
4. AFFORDABILITY
* $5.3 billion to provide dental care for Canadians with family incomes of
less than $90,000 annually, starting with under 12 years-olds in 2022, ex-
panding to under 18 years-olds, seniors and persons living with a disability in
2023, with full implementation by 2025
* $1 billion over five years, starting in 2022-23, to create an independent
federal innovation and investment agency.
* $625 million over four years, starting in 2023-24, for child care, to help the
provinces and territories build new facilities and make new investments.
* A permanent 1.5 percentage point increase in the corporate income tax rate
of banking and life insurance groups on taxable income above $100 million
* Up to $3.8 billion to implement Canada's first Critical Minerals Strategy.

CANADA'S 2022 BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS

As the number of new Covid-19 cases and deaths continues to decline, the World
Health Organisation (WHO) has said the pandemic remains a public health emer-
gency, advising countries to be prepared to scale up Covid-19 response rapidly.
“On Covid-19, there’s good news. Last week, the lowest number of Covid-19
deaths was recorded since the early days of the pandemic,” WHO Director Gen-
eral Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told a press briefing in Geneva on Wednesday.
According to the WHO, the global number of new Covid-19 cases and deaths
continued to decline during the week of April 4-10 for a third consecutive week, with
more than 7 million cases and over 22,000 deaths reported, a decrease of 24 per
cent and 18 per cent, respectively, as compared to the previous week, Xinhua
news agency reported. “However, some countries are still witnessing serious
spike in cases, which is putting pressure on hospitals. And our ability to monitor
trends is compromised as testing has significantly reduced,” Tedros said. The
WHO’s Covid-19 International Health Regulations (2005) Emergency Committee
released on Wednesday its recommendations from its latest meeting, which
upheld that the Covid-19 pandemic continues to constitute a public health emer-
gency of international concern. The committee said countries should continue to
use evidence-informed and risk-based public health and social measures (PHSM)
and be prepared to scale up PHSM rapidly in response to changes in the virus and
the population immunity if Covid-19 hospitalisations, intensive care admissions
and fatalities increase and compromise the health systems’ capacity. As the
number of severe cases has dramatically declined in many countries — in Britain,
Sweden and the United States, among others — widespread Covid-19 testing and
surveillance programs have been widely scrapped there. This has led the WHO to
call on all countries to sequence at least 5 per cent of their Covid-19 samples in
order to keep track of the coronavirus mutations. According to WHO Director
General, the UN health agency is currently following closely a number of Omicron
sub-lineages, including BA.2, BA.4 and BA.5, and another recombinant detected,
made up of BA.1 and BA.2. In an earlier statement, the WHO said scientists in
Botswana and South Africa had detected new forms of the Omicron variant, la-
beled as BA.4 and BA.5. But due to the limited number of samples and sequencing,
it is still not fully clear whether these might be more transmissible or dangerous.

COVID-19 STILL A GLOBAL HEALTH
EMERGENCY DESPITE DROP IN CASES,

DEATHS: WHO

Pakistan on Wednesday categorically rejected what it called an “unwar-
ranted reference” in the statement issued after the US-India 2+2 Minis-
terial Dialogue where they asked Islamabad to take “irreversible ac-
tions” against terror outfits, media reports said.
“The gratuitous reference in the statement alluding to some non-existent
and dismantled entities betrays misplaced counter-terrorism focus of
both countries,” said the Foreign Office in a statement, Express Tribune
reported. It said it was unfortunate that a bilateral cooperation mecha-
nism was being used to target a third country for political expediency and
to mislead public opinion away from real and emerging terrorism threats.
“The assertions made against Pakistan in the statement are malicious
and lack any credibility,” it added.
It noted that Pakistan had remained a major, proactive, reliable and will-
ing par tner of the international community in the global fight against
terrorism over the last two decades.
“Pakistan’s successes and sacrifices in countering terrorism are unpar-
alleled and widely acknowledged by the international community, includ-
ing the United States. No country in the region has sacrificed more for
peace than Pakistan.
“Our concerns and rejection of the unwarranted reference to Pakistan in
the US-India Statement have been conveyed to the US side through diplo-
matic channels,” the Pakistan Foreign Office said.

PAKISTAN REJECTS ‘UNWARRANTED
REFERENCE’ IN INDO-US STATEMENT

In a first interaction with Prime Minister Narendra Modi on social media,
newly-elected Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif positioned Jammu
and Kashmir as a "dispute" and called for settlement.
Replying to Modi after he congratulated him on his appointment, Sharif tweeted:
"Thank you Premier Narendra Modi for felicitations. Pakistan desires peace-
ful & cooperative ties with India. Peaceful settlement of outstanding disputes
including Jammu & Kashmir is indispensable. Pakistan's sacrifices in fight-
ing terrorism are well-known. Let's secure peace"
Modi on Monday congratulated Sharif on his election as the 23rd Prime
Minister of Pakistan.
In a tweet, Modi said, "Congratulations to H.E. Mian Muhammad Shehbaz
Sharif on his election as the Prime Minister of Pakistan. India desires peace
and stability in a region free of terror, so that we can focus on our development
challenges and ensure the well-being and prosperity of our people."

PAKISTAN PM SHEHBAZ SHARIF SEEKS PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF
OUTSTANDING DISPUTES WITH INDIA
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The clash within the civilization
O P I N I O N

CHOMSKY, WHO HAS NEVER CONDEMNED ANY ANTI-WESTERN GOVERNMENT, UNHESITATINGLY DENOUNCES
RUSSIAN PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN'S "CRIMINAL AGGRESSION". BUT ADDS THAT TO ANSWER THE
QUESTION, ONE HAS TO PLUMB THE RECESSES OF PUTIN'S TWISTED MIND AND TRY TO ANALYSE HIS DEEP
PSYCHE. "THE OTHER WAY WOULD BE TO LOOK AT THE FACTS: FOR EXAMPLE, THAT IN SEPTEMBER 2021 THE
US CAME OUT WITH A STRONG POLICY STATEMENT, CALLING FOR ENHANCED MILITARY COOPERATION WITH
UKRAINE, FURTHER SENDING OF ADVANCED MILITARY WEAPONS, ALL PART OF THE ENHANCEMENT
PROGRAMME OF UKRAINE JOINING NATO. YOU CAN TAKE YOUR CHOICE, WE DON'T KNOW WHICH IS RIGHT.
WHAT WE DO KNOW IS THAT UKRAINE WILL BE FURTHER DEVASTATED. AND WE MAY MOVE ON TO TERMINAL
NUCLEAR WAR IF WE DO NOT PURSUE THE OPPORTUNITIES THAT EXIST FOR A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT,"
HE FURTHER SAID IN THE INTERVIEW. EXPRESSING HIS VIEWS ON DEMOCRACY AND THE US INTERPRETATION
OF DEMOCRACY, CHOMSKY SAYS THAT PUTIN IS AS CONCERNED WITH DEMOCRACY AS WE ARE.

“

ASAD MIRZA

Disclaimer: Asad Mirza is a political commentator based in New Delhi.The
opinions expressed within this article are the personal ideas of the author.
The facts and conclusions appearing in the article do not reflect the views
of Y Media and Midweek Newspaper, and Y Media does not assume any
responsibility or liability for the same.

It seems as if the Russia-Ukraine war has rendered the seminal
work by Samuel Huntington "The Clash of Civilizations", as com-
pletely wrong. As the narrative painted by him 30 years earlier, and
which occupied the central place in the world politics par ticularly
by the western liberals has not happened. Instead of a clash of the
civilizations, it is now a clash within the civilization i.e. white,
European and Or thodox Christians fighting amongst them.
In an interview to George Eaton for the New Statesman, political
theorist Noam Chomsky describes the on going war between
Russia and Ukraine as "monstrous" for Ukraine.
Chomsky, who has never condemned any anti-Western govern-
ment, unhesitatingly denounces Russian President Vladimir Putin's
"criminal aggression". But adds that to answer the question, one
has to plumb the recesses of Putin's twisted mind and try to
analyse his deep psyche.
"The other way would be to look at the facts: for example, that in
September 2021 the US came out with a strong policy statement,
calling for enhanced military cooperation with Ukraine, fur ther
sending of advanced military weapons, all par t of the enhancement
programme of Ukraine joining Nato. You can take your choice, we
don't know which is right. What we do know is that Ukraine will be
fur ther devastated. And we may move on to terminal nuclear war if
we do not pursue the oppor tunities that exist for a negotiated
settlement," he fur ther said in the interview.
Expressing his views on democracy and the US interpretation of
democracy, Chomsky says that Putin is as concerned with democ-
racy as we are. He said: "If it's possible to break out of the propa-
ganda bubble for a few minutes, the US has a long record of
undermining and destroying democracy. Do I have to run through it?
Iran in 1953, Guatemala in 1954, Chile in 1973, on and on... But we
are supposed to now honour and admire Washington's enormous
commitment to sovereignty and democracy. What happened in
history doesn't matter. That's for other people."
Chomsky, who observed in 1990 that "if the Nuremberg laws
were applied, then every post-war American president would
have been hanged", spoke disdainfully of US President Joe
Biden, saying: "It's cer tainly right to have moral outrage about
Putin's actions in Ukraine, but it would be even more progress
to have moral outrage about other horrible atrocities... In
Afghanistan, literally millions of people are facing imminent
starvation. Why? There's food in the markets. But people who have
little money have to watch their children starve because they can't
go to the market to buy food. Why? Because the United States, with
the backing of Britain, has kept Afghanistan's funds in New York
banks and will not release them."
Chomsky's contempt for the hypocrisies and contradictions of US
foreign policy comes out very clearly in this interview, and in his

usual style he has given words to the sentiments prevailing across
the globe .
On the other hand the other leading political theorists of our times
Francis Fukuyama, while speaking to Megan Gibson for New
Statesman opined that we could be facing the end of "the end of
history"
On the recent political drama over presidential elections in the US,
Fukuyama, describes the situation as serious, really, since the
American Civil War. Commenting on the US's current political
polarisation he says: "There's a significant chance we're going to
be in a major constitutional crisis at the time of the next presiden-
tial election."
Fukuyama's critics point out that his thesis about liberal democracy
being "the final form of human government" seems obsolete. In his
book "The End of History and the Last Man", he outlined his theory
that liberal democracy is greatly preferable to any other form of
government and, crucially, that no liberal democracy could
progress to a better alternative.
Fukuyama commenting on the likely geopolitical consequences of
the war in Ukraine, says that chief among his predictions are:
Russia will lose the war, perhaps spectacularly, and this defeat will
help the West get out of "our funk about the declining state of global
democracy. The spirit of 1989 will live on, thanks to a bunch of
brave Ukrainians. For those interested in the stability of the
international order, it's an optimistic, even reassuring, vision of the
war's potential outcome".
On the surge of global suppor t for Ukraine, Fukuyama sympathises
with and endorses the urge to suppor t the Ukrainian plight, but he
also warns that it's hardly a universal phenomenon, even among

seemingly democratic countries. He cites India and South Africa as
two countries that have so far refused to condemn Russia's
invasion.
Fukuyama also opines that while different opinions might be
tolerable, they have also once again highlighted the dysfunction of
cer tain multilateral bodies, like, the UN.
His "ultimate nightmare", he said, is a world in which China and
Russia work in harness with one another, perhaps with China
bolstering Russia's war and Beijing launching its own invasion of
Taiwan. If that were to happen, and be successful, Fukuyama said
"then you would really be living in a world that was being domi-
nated by these non-democratic powers. If the US and the rest of the
West couldn't stop that from happening, then that really is the end of
the end of history".
Analysing the views expressed by the two giants one can only say
that the wrong interpretation of liberal democracy and its imple-
mentation through force might have resulted in the erosion of the
democratic concepts all over the world. Its main champions US and
UK both seem to be faltering and trying to impose their will or
version of the concept with use of force, which may ultimately
result in the establishment of a non-democratic global system,
instead of the new world order which the so-called western
liberalised world is trying to implement.
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CANADA’S EMPLOYMENT RISES BY 73,000
(+0.4%) IN MARCH, UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

FALLS TO 5.3%, LOWEST SINCE 1976

OSLER RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
FOR EXCELLENCE IN PATIENT SAFETY

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
March Labour Force Survey (LFS) data reflect labour market conditions
during the week of March 13 to 19. Since the February reference
week, provinces have continued to ease public health restrictions.
Most notably, all capacity limits and proof-of-vaccination requirements
were lifted in Ontario, Manitoba, Alber ta and Quebec prior to the March
reference week.
Employment growth continues in March 2022
Char t 1: Employment growth continues in March 2022
Highlights
Employment gains continue in March
Employment rose by 73,000 (+0.4%) in March, driven by an increase
of 93,000 (+0.6%) in full-time work.
Employment rose in both the services-producing (+42,000; +0.3%)
and the goods-producing (+31,000; +0.8%) sectors in March.
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island recorded
employment growth.
Total hours worked rose 1.3% in March.
Average hourly wages increased 3.4% on a year-over-year basis.
The propor tion of workers who repor t that they usually work
exclusively from home continued to decline in March, down 1.8
percentage points to 20.7%. Employment growth in March (+73,000;
+0.4%) was spread across private sector employees and the self-employed.
Unemployment falls to record low
The unemployment rate fell 0.2 percentage points to 5.3% in March, the lowest rate
on record since comparable data became available in 1976.
The adjusted unemployment rate—which includes people who wanted
a job, but did not look for one—was below its pre-pandemic level for
the first time at 7.2%.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
On Thursday, April 7, 2022, at approximately 5 p.m., Toronto Police
Service received multiple calls to a shooting at Sherbourne Subway
Station. Kar tik Vasudev, a 21-year-old student, was located outside
the Glen Road entrance suffering from multiple gunshot wounds.
He was taken to hospital where he died as result of his injuries.
Investigators allege that Richard Jonathan Edwin discharged a
handgun striking the victim multiple times before fleeing the scene.
On Saturday, April 9, 2022, at approximately 7 p.m., it is fur ther
alleged that the accused approached the second victim, 35-year-
old Elijah Eleazar Mahepath who was walking westbound on the
nor th side of Dundas Street East near George Street. The accused
discharged multiple rounds striking the victim. Again, he fled the
scene on foot.
These murders are believed to be random attacks and the victims
were not known to the accused or each other. Investigators are
working to establish the full motive behind the attacks and these

RICHARD JONATHAN EDWIN, 39 CHARGED WITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER OF
KARTIK VASUDEV & ELIJAH MAHEPATH

remain active investigations.
With the assistance of the Emergency Task Force, Edwin, of Toronto, was
taken into custody on the evening of Sunday, April 10, 2022 without incident.
He has been charged with:
1.Two counts of First Degree Murder
He appeared at College Park Cour ts on Monday, April 11, 2022.
"While random attacks like these are generally rare, there is no
information at this time to suggest that these cases - with the
exception of the Sherbourne Street and Dundas Street shootings for which Mr.
Edwin has been charged - are connected. There is also no information to suggest
these attacks are anything but random acts of violence," said Chief of Police
James Ramer. "I want to take this opportunity to thank the members of the
Service who have been working around the clock on all of these cases. While
each incident is tragic, the community can rest assured that when events
like these occur in our city, it brings the best out in our investigators.
It was nothing less than dogged and extraordinary effor t that led to
these arrests."

Brampton resident and local real estate broker/owner,
Gurcharan "Garry" Bhaura continues to "give back,
now at a national level," as he joins as a Director
on the Board for the Canadian Real Estate
Association.  The former President of the Toronto
Regional Real Estate Board will now be
applying his skills and knowledge for the
150,000 strong nat ionwide real tor
community. "We are in very fluid times, the
world is changing, technology is evolving very rapidly, and it is very important
that the Realtor brand continues to be front and center. I want to make a
difference and leave the industry better than we found it," said Bhaura in a
news release. The Brampton-based broker/owner was elected to a two-year
term following the association's annual conference on April 5th in Ottawa.
Bhaura has been serving the industry for over 22 years and is also the
president and  broker of record of Century 21 President Realty - globally
ranked #21, #15 in Canada, and #1 Century 21 office in Brampton with over
200 salespersons. Bhaura has also previously sat on four different non-profit
boards, including the Toronto Regional Real Estate Board, where he served
as President with over 65000 members. Bhaura has also chaired numerous
committees. Bhaura believes that "we must make sure that we are flexible,
adaptable, responsive, and innovative to maintain our competitive edge.

GURCHARAN "GARRY" BHAURA GOT
ELECTED AS A DIRECTOR OF CANADIAN

REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION

William Osler Health System (Osler) was nationally recognized by
the Canadian College of Health Leaders (CCHL) for its unwavering
commitment to safe, quality care as the recipient of the prestigious
2022 Excellence in Patient Safety Award sponsored by BD Canada.
At Osler, patient safety is at the hear t of everything we do. In 2019,
Osler embarked on a transformational journey to refresh its approach
to patient safety incident management and this award recognizes the
significant positive outcomes that Osler has achieved. Since imple-
menting its refreshed Patient Safety Incident Management Frame-
work, Osler has seen a number of significant improvements includ-
ing increases in patient safety incident repor ting, par ticipation of
staff and physicians attending quality of care reviews, and histori-
cally underrepor ted incidents. All of these improvements have also
led to more oppor tunities for Osler’s clinical teams to learn from incidents to fur ther improve patient safety. “At Osler, a quality excellence
mindset guides us in everything we do, driving us to continuously pursue quality improvements that minimizes risk and prevents adverse
outcomes and harm,” said Tiziana Rivera, Vice President, Quality and Chief Nursing Executive, William Osler Health System. “This award is
a testament to the commitment of Osler’s staff, physicians, leaders, volunteers, patients, families and members of Osler’s Patient and Family
Advisory Council, who informed the creation of the framework and who make a difference every day by actively putting patient safety first.”
In keeping with Osler’s five-year Strategic Plan and Patient Safety Plan, the new framework adopts a fair, non-punitive and inclusive approach
to patient safety incident management – the hallmarks of a ‘just culture’ where patient safety and quality are a priority. It improves how people
repor t, respond to, and learn from patient safety incidents. Over the last few years, Osler has adopted sophisticated technologies to simplify
the patient safety incident repor ting process for staff and physicians, and to share real-time performance metrics from the boardroom to the
depar tment level. These metric help to inform more targeted education, tools and resources which suppor t staff and physician engagement.
Patients and families have been welcomed at clinical unit huddles to discuss patient safety with teams, to ask questions and offer solutions, and
remain a vital voice throughout the patient safety incident management process. On June 16, 2022, Osler will be presented with the 2022 Excellence in Patient Safety
Award during CCHL’s virtual Honouring Health Leadership event. Osler’s partners, donors and members of the community are invited to join the hospital during this
virtual event. Details can be found by visiting https://cchl-ccls.ca/site/events/honouringhealthleadership. ABOUT WILLIAM OSLER HEALTH SYSTEM
and FOUNDATION: William Osler Health System is a hospital system, which includes Brampton Civic Hospital, Peel Memorial Centre for
Integrated Health and Wellness and Etobicoke General Hospital, and serves 1.3 million residents of Brampton, Etobicoke and surrounding
communities within the Central West region. Osler’s emergency depar tments are among the busiest in Canada and its Mental Health Program
is one of the largest in the province. William Osler Health System Foundation seeks to create a healthier community through giving by
inspiring its communities to invest in exceptional health care close to home.

BRAMPTON SOUTH MP SONIA SIDHU WELCOMES BUDGET 2022, FOCUSED ON
JOBS, AFFORDABILITY, AND SUPPORTING CANADIANS

Just over two years ago, COVID-19 struck our communi-
ties and began to disrupt our lives. Our government has
been there since the beginning to suppor t Canadians and
we will continue to do so into the future. Today, the
Honourable Chrystia Freeland, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Finance, released Budget 2022: A Plan to Grow
Our Economy and Make Life More Affordable.
Budget 2022 invests in three main things: people; eco-
nomic growth; and a clean future for everyone. As we
emerge from the pandemic, our focus is making life more
affordable for families as we continue to create good jobs,
grow the economy, and tackle climate change. Budget
2022 wi l l  make a real  di f ference in the l ives of
Bramptonians and is an impor tant step forward.
In this Budget, we are:

* Making it easier for Canadians to buy a
home;
* Moving forward on dental care;
* Helping our businesses scale up and grow;
* Making wealthy corporations pay their fair
share; and
* Investing in a clean future and helping
Canada become a world leader in producing
electric vehicles.
Canadians expect that we confront the chal-
lenges before us, while continuing to build the
Canada of the future. These investments will help
drive economic growth, increase women’s partici-
pation in the workforce, and give every Cana-
dian the best oppor tunity for success.
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Mann, Kejriwal discuss free electricity scheme in Punjab

Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann on Tuesday met Aam Admi
Par ty Convenor and Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal in New
Delhi to discuss the free electric-
ity scheme. According to a source,
the meeting continued for two
hours around and both CMs dis-
cussed how to give free 300 units
of electricity in Punjab - as prom-
ised by the party in its election cam-
paign. The meeting was also attended by
Delhi Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia and Punjab Finance Minister

Harpal Singh Cheema, the source said. After the meeting, Mann tweeted: "Had a very good meeting with our leader
and Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal Ji. Very soon I will give a good news to the people of Punjab." Kejriwal
tweeted: "Together we will change Delhi, Punjab and the whole country. People are very upset and sad.
Tired of dir ty and corrupt politics of politicians and par ties. We have to work day and night for the people."

Vaishno Devi to get 1,281-metre ropeway from Katra to Adhkuwari
To facilitate the pilgrimage in the 700-year-old Mata Vaishno Devi shrine in Jammu, the shrine board on
Tuesday gave approval to the much awaited proposal to construct a 1,281-metre long ropeway between
Katra and Adhkuwari. The proposal was approved in the 69th meeting of the Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine
Board, presided over by the board Chairman Jammu and Kashmir Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha.
The trek between Katra and Adhkuwari is 6 km.
Sharing details, Delhi-based shrine board member K.K. Sharma of AIMIL Pharmaceuticals Ltd told IANS
the discussion on this proposal was going on for a long time.
"In fact, for the first time in 2012, in the 51st meeting, the board had decided to conduct a study with RITES
Ltd, a railway under taking, to explore the possibilities of ropeway. RITES submitted its repor t to the board
in 2017 which found it suitable for the construction of the ropeway between Katra and Adhkuwari.
"Since then, this proposal was continuously pending, which was approved in the first meeting of the newly
constituted board held on Tuesday itself."
One of the holiest Hindu temples, Vaishno Devi, is located at Katra town in Jammu district.
The temple is situated at an altitude of 5,200 feet, about 12 km from Katra. As per the proposal, 1,281.20-
metre long ropeway will be constructed with a maximum height of 590.75 metres. It will have the capacity
to carry 1,500 people on one side per hour with each cabin having a capacity of eight persons.

INDIA'S MARCH RETAIL INFLATION AT 17-MONTH HIGH OF NEAR 7%
Higher cost of food items, as well as expensive fuel and manufactured goods like clothing and
footwear, pushed India's retail inflation to a 17-month high in March 2022.
As per the data furnished by the National Statistical Office on Tuesday, the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) rose by 6.95 per cent last month from 6.07 per cent in February 2022.
Similarly, on a YoY basis, last month's retail inflation rose at a faster rate than the 5.52 per cent
increase in prices recorded for March 2021.
The trend assumes significance as retail inflation rate remained well above the target range of the
Reserve Bank of India, which has a CPI target range of 2 to 6 per cent.
As per the NSO data, the rate of rise in the Consumer Food Price Index, which measures the changes
in retail prices of food products, increased by 7.68 per cent last month from 5.85 per cent in February
2022 and 4.87 per cent in March 2021.
In terms of CPI inflation rate, pulses and products' prices jumped by 2.57 per cent in March 2022 YoY.
Besides, meat and fish prices rose by 9.63 per cent, eggs were dearer by 2.44 per cent, and oils and
fats prices rose 18.79 per cent.
Similarly, the overall price of food and beverages category was up 7.47 per cent.
Besides, vegetable prices were up by 11.64 per cent. Fur thermore, as per the official data, the
inflation rate for fuel and light was higher by 7.52 per cent.
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Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif has come into power after many
to and fro motions in the country's political system.
Sharif's celebrations of becoming the country's premier come with a daunting
uphill task in hand, both politically and economically, as he gets a meagre
welcome to a country in crisis. Tensions are already dwindling as the new
premier is settling into the system. But the prevailing uncertainty in relation
to the political crisis, glaring on the country's face, seems far from over.
For PM Sharif, two main challenges are ready to latch onto him, ruining his
honeymoon period on the Prime Minister's seat.
The first is the political instability and its direct effect on the political and
democratic crisis. Despite Imran Khan's desperate efforts to remain in
power through compromises, pressure tactics and failed political
manoeuvrings, he still enjoys a massive support among the people of the
country, who show their strength when they came out in huge numbers
across Pakistan, enough to create pressure and unrest for the Sharif
government. The public pressure is now going to be in full swing with Imran
Khan holding public gatherings in major cities across Pakistan and publicly
declaring Sharif's government as a puppet hybrid government brought into
power through an 'international conspiracy' for regime change. Sharif's
government is faced with multiple challenges, still existent in the parliament,
even after his arch political rival Imran Khan is not in it. It is the management
of a coalition government, formed with alliance of other major political
parties, who have joined this alliance not only to oust Imran khan, but for
their vested political interests. With Sharif standing as Prime Minister, he
carries a heavy weight of commitments, he and his partner parties like the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) have made to smaller parties, who are now
looking towards them to fulfil what they promised.

PM SHEHBAZ SHARIF WELCOMED INTO
A PAKISTAN IN CRISIS

US MONITORING RISE IN HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES IN INDIA: BLINKEN
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken has said the US is monitoring
what he described as a rise in human rights abuses in India by some
officials, in a rare direct rebuke by Washington of the South Asian
nation's rights record, TRT World repor ted.
"We regularly engage with our Indian par tners on these shared values
(of human rights) and to that end, we are monitoring some recent
concerning developments in India, including a rise in human rights
abuses by some government, police and prison officials," Blinken
said on Monday in a joint press briefing with US Defence Secretary
Lloyd Austin, Indian Foreign Minister S. Jaishankar and India's Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh, the repor t said.
Blinken did not elaborate. Singh and Jaishankar, who spoke after
Blinken at the briefing, did not comment on the human rights issue.
Blinken's remarks came days after US Representative Ilhan Omar
questioned the alleged reluctance of the US government to criticise
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government on human rights.
"What does Modi need to do to India's Muslim population before we
will stop considering them a par tner in peace?" Omar, who belongs to
President Joe Biden's Democratic Par ty, said last week.

Will the new government in Pakistan be able to avert a loan default?
Will debt ridden Pakistan face similar economic consequences as Sri
Lanka? Repayment of foreign loans--that will be the challenge for the
new government in Pakistan amid dwindling foreign exchange reserves,
weakening currency and burgeoning inflation. All eyes are now on the
International Monetary Fund, which revived negotiations with Islamabad
for the $6 billion loan programme. The multilateral lender had already
provided $1 billion under the programme. But observers said that it is
now almost certain that the IMF assistance programme will be halted.
The opposition par ties had attacked the Imran Khan government for
accepting the IMF prescription of bringing in structural reforms and raising
taxes--a prerequisite for the financial assistance programme. According
to reports, Pakistan will have to pay back foreign debt of $2.5 billion on
account of principal and mark-up obligations in the next two months.
Pakistan's external debt surged to $130 billion by the end of December
2021. In the July to September quarter it was $127 billion. In March the
annual inflation rose to 12.7 per cent, up from 12.2 per cent in February.
But what is worrisome is that the cost of food increased 15.30 per cent in
March. In January, it was 12.82 per cent while in February, it was 14.73
per cent. "Pakistan is solely dependent on the IMF assistance but now
with this situation, it is doubtful if the rest of the grant is extended..in case
it does not receive the assistance, it could be in serious trouble," an
analyst told India Narrative. The problem multiplies as other multilateral
agencies such as the World Bank and Asian Development Bank are also
likely to turn blind to the needs of the country now. "The Pakistan Tehreek-

e-Insaf government is leaving behind a mess that is bigger in size and
murkier than the one created by the government of the Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz (PML-N) in 2018. It took about one year to clear the landmines that the PML-
N had left behind but the chaos created by the PTI may even take longer before
order is restored," the Express Tribune said. Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves
are at $11.3 billion, This is after the United Arab Emirates (UAE) agreed to
roll over $2 billion debt for one year. The Moody's Investor Service termed
the uncertainty as credit negative. "Pakistan's political upheaval is adding
to a surge in the nation's default risk and triggering off further losses in
the nation's bonds and currency," Bloomberg in a report said.

LOOK AT EUROPE, NOT INDIA WHEN IT COMES TO RUSSIAN OIL: JAISHANKAR
CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
Many reporters were obsessed with India's oil purchases from Russia,
asking questions about it at the three briefings on Monday after the 2+2
meeting of Jaishankar, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, Secretary of
State Antony Blinken and Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin, as they have
at earlier briefings. Yet, they haven't raised the possibility of sanctions
against European allies of the US that buy far more oil.
Blinken pointed out, "When it comes to oil purchases, sanctions, et cetera,

I'd just note that there are carveouts for energy purchases." The exception
for energy purchases was made to accommodate the interests of European
countries. Earlier, answering a question on India's oil purchases, President
Joe Biden's Spokesperson Jen Psaki noted that it was only 1 to 2 per cent,
while India bought about 10 per cent of its energy needs from the US.
The Qatar government TV network's repor ter lobbed a question in a
hectoring tone, "Why not condemn Russia's invasion? Wouldn't this best
reflect India's foreign policy goals and international standing?"

Jaishankar replied sarcastically,
"So first of all, thank you for the
advice and suggestions in your
question. I prefer to do it my way
and articulate it my way."
"Now, as Secretary Blinken has
pointed out, we have made a
number of statements which
outline our position in the UN, in
our Parliament, and in other
forums. And briefly, what those
positions state is that we're against
the conflict; we are for dialogue and
diplomacy; we are for an urgent
cessation of violence, and we are
prepared to contribute in multiple
ways to these objectives," he said.
While Qatar voted on one General
Assembly resolution condemning
Russia, it abstained alongside India
on the resolution to suspend
Moscow from the UN Human Rights
Council. A reporter for the Japanese
Nikkei news service asked
Jaishankar that with concerns over
Russia aligning closely with China,
"do you think India has to reduce
reliance on Russia economically
and militarily as soon as possible?"

Financial penalties have been imposed on British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson and Chancellor of the exchequer Rishi Sunak by
Londons Metropolitan Police for breaking Covid-19 lockdown rules.
Johnsons wife Carrie has also been fined.
Johnson and Sunak are otherwise in the middle of a tense
relationship after the tax affairs of the latter's wife, Akshata Murthy,
the daughter of Infosys founder Narayana Murthy, became public.
Such information is meant to be confidential at all times with Her
Majesty's Revenue and Customs. A section of the British press
has insinuated that Johnson's loyalists may have been behind the
leak. The fines on Johnson, Sunak and Carrie were confirmed by
government officials, who did not specify which event or events
the penalties are linked to. It was previously reported, though, that
the three were at a gathering for the Prime Minister's birthday in
June 2020. The Met, popularly known as Scotland Yard, has been
investigating 12 rule breaking parties at 10 Downing Street, the
office-cum-residence of the British Prime Minister. It has so far
issued an estimated 50 fines to various individuals.
Opposition Labour party leader Sir Keir Starmer immediately called
for Johnson and Sunak's resignations.
He said: "Boris Johnson and Rishi Sunak have broken the law and
repeatedly lied to the British public. They must resign."

UK PM BORIS JOHNSON, RISHI SUNAK
FINED BY SCOTLAND YARD FOR

BREAKING COVID RULES

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
James, 62, is suspected of setting off smoke grenades and
firing a handgun at least 33 times in the subway during Tuesday
morning rush hour, police said.
The attack left more than 20 people injured, 10 of them from
gunfire, though none were believed to have suffered life-
threatening injuries, Xinhua news agency repor ted.
The suspect has been charged with violat ing a federal
prohibition on "terrorist and other violent attacks against mass
transpor tation systems," Breon Peace, US Attorney for the
Eastern District of New York, said at the press conference,
adding "if convicted, he will face a sentence of up to life
imprisonment."
James had nine prior arrests in New York and three arrests in
New Jersey, according to authorities.
Authorities identified James as a person of interest on Tuesday
night. As of Wednesday, after the investigation linked James to
the shooting in numerous ways, police said he was considered
the suspect and a wanted fugitive.
Any potential motive remains unclear, and fur ther investigation
continues.
Tuesday's attack came as the city is struggling to cope with a
rise in shootings. Citywide shooting incidents increased by
16.2 per cent to 115 in March from a year ago, showed data
from the New York City Police Depar tment.

BROOKLYN SUBWAY SHOOTING SUSPECT,
FRANK ROBERT JAMES, 62, ARRESTED
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RAVI SHASTRI RECALLED AN INCIDENT WHERE HE HAD TO SCOLD MS DHONI
FOR PLAYING A GAME OF FOOTBALL BEFORE AN IMPORTANT GAME.

PUNJAB KINGS LEAVE MUMBAI
INDIANS WINLESS

WHEN RAVI SHASTRI HAD ‘YELLED’
AT MS DHONI

WELL-OILED PUNJAB DENY FIVE-TIME CHAMPS FIRST VICTORY OF
SEASON, DESPITE BIG SCARE FROM BREVIS.

TO WATCH ALL THE LATEST GOSSIP IN ENTERTAINMENT,WATCH CHANNEL Y ROGERS 857, BELLFIBE 828, TELUS 2418

'EVERY GIRL FALLS INTO THE
CHARM OF MARRIED MEN':

KANGANA RANAUT TAKES A DIG
AT HRITHIK ROSHAN

'MY FIRST AND LAST ATTEMPT...'
DEEPIKA PADUKONE SHARES FIRST

EVER POEM SHE WROTE AT 12

HANSIKA MOTWANI'S FIRST
WEB SERIES TITLED 'MY3', SHE

PROMISES LAUGH RIOT

ALIA BHATT-RANBIR KAPOOR'S WEDDING TO HAVE 28 GUESTS,
200 BOUNCERS, DRONES & MORE: BROTHER RAHUL BHATT

ALIA BHATT-RANBIR KAPOOR WEDDING:
AS FAMILY REFUSES TO COMMENT,

PAPARAZZI FRENZY REACHES ZENITH

RANVEER SINGH: LIKE TO CONVINCE PEOPLE
THAT I CAN TRANSFORM MYSELF INTO ANYONE

DEEPIKA PADUKONE POSTED A PHOTO OF A
POEM SHE WROTE IN 7TH GRADE ON HER

INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT.

DIRECTOR M RAJESH'S UPCOMING
WEB SERIES, WHICH WILL FEATURE

ACTORS HANSIKA MOTWANI.

SANJAY DUTT SHARES MARITAL ADVICE FOR
RANBIR KAPOOR AND ALIA BHATT: ‘IT’S A MAT-

TER OF COMPROMISE FROM BOTH ENDS’

TALKING ABOUT HER CONTROVERSIAL
RELATIONSHIP WITH HRITHIK, KANGANA SAID,
"IT BECAME A HUGE SCANDAL IN MY LIFE. THE
YOUNG GIRLS FEEL THEY ARE THE ONLY ONES

WHO CAN SAVE THE MARRIED MAN."

19
2221

25

ALIA BHATT AND RANBIR KAPOOR'S WEDDING IS GOING TO BE AN INTIMATE AFFAIR WITH FAMILY AND CLOSE FRIENDS IN ATTENDANCE. ALIA'S
STEPBROTHER RAHUL BHATT CLAIMED THAT ONLY 28 GUESTS WOULD ATTEND THE WEDDING.
BOLLYWOOD'S BID FAT WEDDING IS HERE! ALIA BHATT AND RANBIR KAPOOR ARE SUPPOSEDLY MARRYING IN A FEW DAYS. THE COUPLE HAS
NOT CONFIRMED THE DATES, BUT IT IS BELIEVED, THAT THEY WILL REPORTEDLY TIE THE KNOT ON APRIL 14 AND THE PREPARATION FOR THE
SAME IS UNDERWAY IN FULL SWING AT THEIR VASTU RESIDENCE IN MUMBAI'S BANDRA. FROM GUESTS' LISTS, OUTFITS TO MENU, PEOPLE
ARE EAGER TO KNOW THE DETAIL OF THE MUCH-AWAITED WEDDING. NOW, ALIA'S STEPBROTHER RAHUL BHATT CONFIRMED THAT THE
SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE FUNCTIONS WILL BE STRINGENT AS 200 BOUNCERS HAVE BEEN HIRED FOR THE D-DAY. SPEAKING TO
AAJ TAK ABOUT THE ARRANGEMENTS. RAHUL REVEALED "YUSUF BHAI HAS TAKEN OVER THE SECURITY OF ALIA BHATT AND RANBIR
KAPOOR’S WEDDING. HE HAS MUMBAI’S BEST SECURITY FORCE – 9/11 AGENCY. I DETAILS ON PAGE 20

The virtual buzz around Ranbir Kapoor and Alia Bhatt‘s probable week-
end wedding has taken a physical form clearly evident from the view
outside the Bollywood star couple’s residence, where the paparazzi are
camped to capture the minutest of developments, with the families and
the management teams of the couple keeping mum about the nuptials.
Ranbir Kapoor (39) and Alia Bhatt are reportedly set to tie the knot this
week in the presence of their family and close friends. There has been,
however, no official confirmation on the wedding date so far from both the
families. Rumour mill has been churning with speculation, from the dates —
one of the three April 14,15 or 17 — to the wedding location, which keeps
changing from the Kapoor family’s iconic Chembur bungalow to the couple’s
Vastu building apartment in Pali Hill — a posh neighbourhood in Bandra here.
While Ranbir Kapoor owns a house in the Vastu Building, Alia Bhatt reportedly lives
on rent in the same building, but on a different floor. On a humid Monday afternoon,
nearly 10 media photographers were stationed outside their residence, patiently
waiting to capture any movement regarding the wedding.

Bollywood's livewire star Ranveer Singh, who is gearing up for the release of his
next 'Jayeshbhai Jordaar', says for him, the best thing about being an actor is that
one can live many lives. Ranveer says: "For me, the best thing about being an actor
is that you can live so many lives and experience so much because each charac-
ter that I choose to play are remarkably different from one another. "When people
saw 'Band Baaja Baaraat', they felt for the longest time that I was a boy who
was born and brought up in Delhi. "This has happened many times during the
course of my 11-year career and that to me is the biggest compliment because I
like to convince people that I can transform myself into anyone." The actor is clear
that he doesn't want to get typecast in the industry and among audiences. He, thus,
picks his projects with care to wow audiences.

Sanjay Dutt has shared a message for Ranbir Kapoor, who is all set to
marry his girlfriend of several years, Alia Bhatt. Ranbir had played Sanjay
in the latter's biopic, Sanju. Alia was also Sanjay's co-star in Sadak 2.
Expressing happiness over the news of their wedding, Sanjay has also
shared a piece of advice for the two of them. He has also asked Ranbir to
have kids soon. Ranbir and Alia will tie the knot at his ancestral home in
Bandra, Vastu. The place is already lit up with lights. The couple is report-
edly tying the knot on April 14. The date was recently conf
Sanjay was asked about Ranbir and Alia's wedding during the promo-
tions of his film KGF Chapter 2. He seemed to be unaware about the
wedding date but later shared a message. “If he is getting married, I am
really happy for him. Alia was literally born and brought up in front of me.
Marriage is a commitment they are making to each other. And they have
to stick by that, hold each other’s hands and move ahead in happiness,
peace and glory. Make kids soon Ranbir, and stay happy!” he told media.

25
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ANIL KAPOOR REVEALS SON HARSHVARRDHAN BROUGHT
'THAR' TO HIM, CALLS HIS FILM CHOICES UNIQUE & DISTINCT

KARTIK AARYAN, SARA ALI KHAN TO
PERFORM AT IIFA AWARDS

Anil Kapoor was all praise for his son Harshvarrdhan Kapoor as he
talks about their upcoming film Thar. The actor said that Harshvarrdhan
has unique and distinct film choices. Thar, Netflix’s next film with Anil
Kapoor Film Company premieres on the streaming service on 6th
May 2022. The film has an inerrant blend of suspense, mystery and
thrill, set in the Western Film Noir world and promises to be an
immersive experience for its audience.  Talking about the film, Anil
Kapoor says, “Harshvarrdhan has a very unique approach and his
choices of films are also very distinct. The film was brought to me by
Harshvarrdhan and he was very passionate about the project and he
played an integral par t in this film coming together. The story strikes
the perfect balance between gritty and slick, grainy and smooth, fast
paced yet nuanced. It is Harshvarrdhan’s first film as producer and I
could see the passion in him from the word go. Thar is an experience
and I can't wait for audiences to watch it!"  The film also marks
Harshvarrdhan Kapoor's debut as a producer. Talking about how Thar

came into being, Harshvarrdhan shared, "When I read Thar, I realised
right away that it was unique  in terms of its mood atmosphere and
tone as well as in its narrative. I was aware that I was in a situation
where I’d have to preserve to get what was on the page onto screen
without any compromise. With a film so ambitious, there was bound
to be great learning both in front of and behind the camera for me
personally. I believe that out of the few films I’ve done so far Thar
has been the most educational experience for me. We’ve tried to do
something different and are excited to share it with audiences around
the world with Netflix." Directed by Raj Singh Chaudhary, Thar fea-
tures Harshvarrdhan Kapoor, Fatima Sana Shaikh, Satish Kaushik and Anil
Kapoor in lead roles. The film follows Siddharth, an antique dealer’s journey
through a remote village in Rajasthan that has recently been rocked
by a series of violent killings. As the local cop Surekha Singh inves-
tigates these killings he crosses paths with Siddhar th… will that
encounter be the only one? We shall soon find out!

SHAH RUKH KHAN'S SWEET NOTE FOR PATHAAN TEAM
SPEAKS VOLUMES ABOUT THE SUPERSTAR'S HUMILITY

Superstar Shah Rukh Khan is one of the most popular names in cinema,
both in India and abroad. He has given some of the biggest hits and
yet he manages to be his humble self. The actor, who will be returning
to the big screen with his upcoming film Pathaan is once again winning
hear ts with a sweet gesture for his film's team. The actor wrote a
hear tfelt handwritten note for his team which is equal par ts, funny,
with and humble.
The letter was re-shared by Abhishek Anil Tiwari on his Instagram
Stories. While sharing the letter, the AD of the film, Pathaan, wrote
that he is left 'speechless' by Shah Rukh's gesture. SRK's handwritten
note also has actor Al Pacino's name printed on it in bold.
The letter reads, “To Abhishek, Thank you for making Pathaan. Such a
wonderful experience for all of us, especially me. You are a gem my

man. The hard work, efficiency, and smiles with which you pulled off
such difficult work is much appreciated. Also I love the fact that you
love your drinks man. Have a good life in cinema- will miss u lots."
Shah Rukh has signed off the letter by writing 'Love,' and adding his
signature. Bollywood superstars Shah Rukh Khan and Deepika
Padukone were shooting for a grandiose song of 'Pathan' in Mallorca,
a Balearic Island of Spain, in the month of March. The two wrapped up
the schedule last month. 'Pathan', which marks SRK's comeback to
movies after almost four years, will see him essaying the role of a
spy. The film, directed by Siddhar th Anand and produced by Yash Raj
Films, also stars Deepika Padukone and John Abraham. Earlier, the
film's teaser gave an insight into its premise and the titular character
with SRK appearing in a silhouette, generating a massive hype.

Actors Kar t ik Aaryan and Sara Ali Khan are among the
Bollywood stars who will be performing at the 22nd edition of
the IIFA Awards. The much-anticipated event, to be held on
May 20 and 21 in Yas Island, Abu Dhabi, will be hosted by
Salman Khan, Riteish Deshmukh and Maniesh Paul.
In a press release, the International Indian Film Academy (IIFA)
announced that the star-studded line-up also includes Ananya
Panday, Divya Khosla Kumar and Nora Fatehi. "Dhamaka" star
Aaryan, who earlier performed at the IIFA's 2018 edition, said
he is looking forward to enter taining and engaging with his
fans at the ceremony. "I’m elated to perform once again at the
22nd edition of the biggest celebration of Indian cinema. IIFA
truly is an embodiment of a global phenomenon with its massive
fan following and I’m looking forward to IIFA Awards at Yas
Island, Abu Dhabi this year," he said. Khan, best known for
movies like "Simmba", "Love Aaj Kal" and "Atrangi Re", hailed
IIFA as an "inspirational global platform". "I am honoured to be
a par t of the 22nd edition in Yas Island, Abu Dhabi at Etihad
Arena on Yas Bay. Can't wait to connect with the IIFA fans and
enthusiasts from across the world," she added.

BACHCHHAN PAANDEY GETS OTT
RELEASE DATE

Amazon Prime Video on Monday announced the digital premiere
date of Bachchhan Paandey, starring Akshay Kumar and Kriti
Sanon in the lead roles. The film will be available to stream on
Amazon Prime Video from April 15 onwards. Talking about the
OTT release of Bachchhan Paandey, Akshay Kumar said in a
statement, “Bachchhan Paandey is an out and out comedy
enter tainer and I am quite excited to bring this film to audiences
who have missed out on their dose of enter tainment.”
He added, “Filled with a whole lot of action, drama and comedy,
audiences can enjoy the film from the comfor t of their living
room from 15th April on Amazon Prime Video. I hope you enjoy
watching the film as much as we enjoyed filming it.”
Bachchhan Paandey hit theatres on March 18, on the occasion
of Holi. The film revolves around gangster Bachchhan Paandey
(Akshay Kumar) and aspiring director Myra Devekar (Kriti
Sanon), who decides to make a biopic on a real-life gangster.

RUNWAY 34 NEW TRAILER: AJAY DEVGN
AS A PILOT TRIES TO AVOID A CRASH,
BUT HIS DECISION RAISES DOUBTS

Ajay Devgn’s Runway 34 looks like a gripping tale set 35,000
feet above ground. But this isn’t your regular story of a plane
mishap or its survivors. The movie’s second trailer, which
released on Monday, reinstates that there’s more to the plot
than what meets the eyes. Ajay Devgn, who’s also directed the
film, plays a pilot Vikrant Khanna while Rakul Preet Singh plays
his co-pilot. Due to tribulations amid bad weather, Vikrant pulls
all stops to ensure a safe landing of the passenger plane. But
he looks like a man with a lot to hide. He chooses Runway 34
for the landing, much to the shock of people in the control
room. Does the plane land or crash is yet to be seen. But his
decision surely calls for an investigation.
Runway 34 has Amitabh Bachchan playing an investigating
officer who’s pledged to uncover the real intentions of pilot
Vikram Khanna. According to Vikram, during such testing times
onboard, on one hand a pilot becomes the only saviour for the
passengers. But on the other hand, everything that happens in
the plane also becomes his responsibility. The movie also stars
Boman Irani, Adhira Dhar and Aakanksha Singh. Runway 34 is
said to be inspired from true events. As per the synopsis,
“Runway 34 revolves around Captain Vikrant Khanna played
by Ajay Devgn, a flying prodigy, whose flight takes a mysterious
course after take-off from an international destination.” Ajay Devgn who is
making his directorial return after 2016’s Shivaay, previously said, “It’s got
terrific highs, alarming lows, a sense of jubilance and dejection, all within
the screenplay. Honestly, letting this script just pass me by,
was not even a consideration. I knew I had to make it.”

'EVERY GIRL FALLS INTO THE CHARM OF MARRIED MEN':
KANGANA RANAUT TAKES A DIG AT HRITHIK ROSHAN

Actress Kangana Ranaut is probably one of the few actresses in the industry
known to boldly speak her mind. It wouldn't be wrong to say that the actress
has been the flagbearer of the nepotism debate in Bollywood and thereafter
has led the conversations around 'hypocrisy' and 'dominance' of a powerful
few in the industry. Her relationship with actor Hrithik Roshan has been one
of the most talked about topics as well. While the controversial affair is
done and dusted, in a recent episode of her reality show Lock Upp, Ranaut
took a subtle dig at Hrithik and said that married men appear to be
domesticated which is a part of their charm. She said that women fall for
such things. Kangana Ranaut said, "Every girl falls into the charm of married
men. I speak from personal experience. I am not talking about you, but
maybe it happens because they (married men) are domesticated and
they are more understanding. They are responsible and have that aura
around them that charms young women. Such men have stories of
being trapped and they tell similar stories to the wife and the young
girl." She added, "It became a huge scandal in my life. The young girls
feel they are the only ones who can save the married man from his wife.
But, if you hear the wife’s story, you’d be shocked." The conversation
star ted as host Kangana Ranaut revealed about contestant Munawar
Faruqui's wife and kids. The comedian has been making the headlines
for flir ting with other female contestants on the show. Reacting to the
revelations, Munawar said, "I don’t want ki jo cheezon ka ab matlab hi
nahi hai wo cheezein baahar aaye. There’s already a lot, there’re so
many things, there’re so many tags, I don’t want another thing. Kuch
cheezein court mein hain. I don’t want those things to come out. Thoda sa

baat karunga to sabko pura jaanna hoga. I was trying to make things better.
Ye sab cheezein mujhe 2 saal se kha rahi hain." Kangana then advised him
to take this as an opportunity to talk about these things and come clear. On
a related now, Vinit Kakar is the latest contestant to get eliminated from
the show. Vinit had entered the show in the outfit of a doctor. While his
journey had a lot of ups and downs, he once made a statement about
finding his place in the show, saying, "When I entered the show, I noticed
people already have a strong bond, but I tried to create my own bond".
However, later he was asked by Kangana whether he was here to play
the game or make relationships. On his performance in the show, the
host often said, "Eat, Sleep, Repeat that’s you Vinit, your performance is
really bad in the jail".
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RANBIR-ALIA WEDDING: DECORS ARRIVE
AT RANBIR'S BANDRA RESIDENCE

'LOCK UPP': MANDANA KARIMI ON HER
RELATIONSHIP WITH ACE DIRECTOR AND

HOW SHE HAD AN ABORTION

MUMBAI, (IANS) Ahead of Bollywood couple Alia Bhatt and Ranbir
Kapoor's rumoured wedding, decorations were seen arriving at
Ranbir's Vastu residence complex in Bandra with pastel carpets, and
rustic wooden tables.
The festivities are repor ted to kick off from April 13.
As per repor ts, Ranbir and Alia will have an intimate house wedding
and that Ranbir's place of residence, RK Studios and Krishna Raj
Bungalow will host their guests for the celebrations, which are specu-
lated to go on for a week.

It is also repor ted that the star couple has zeroed down on pastel
shades for their wedding outfits. However, Ranbir and Alia, who are
currently busy with their professional commitments, are yet to make
an official announcement with regards to their wedding.
The two will be seen sharing space in Ayan Mukerji's upcoming su-
perhero fantasy adventure epic 'Brahmastra', which also stars Amitabh
Bachchan, Mouni Roy and Nagarjuna Akkineni. The film will hit the-
atres on September 9, in five languages - Hindi, Tamil, Telugu,
Malayalam and Kannada.

MUMBAI, (IANS) 'Lock Upp' contestant Mandana Karimi
revealed on the show that she had an abor tion and also opened
up about her relationship with a well-known director.
When on the show she was asked to share a secret Mandana
talked about her secret affair with an ace director. She said that
their relationship became very strong in a few months and he
planned to settle down with her but they decided to keep it
secret because she was awaiting divorce from her ex.
In fact, she got pregnant with his child and when he came to
know about this reality he just backed off. He also asked her
friend to convince her for abor tion. He kept giving multiple
reasons and denied taking care of the baby so she had to be strong
and go through an abortion. Mandana said: "I didn't want to give bir th
to a child when he is not aware of his father". Kangana consoled
her, saying: "In the city of dreams, there is so much of brutality
and survival that no one talks about such incidents".

PUJA AGARWAL: WOULD LIKE TO
PLAY A STRONG CHARACTER RATHER

THAN A BOLD ONE
MUMBAI, (IANS) Actress Puja Agarwal,
who will be seen in the web series 'Ballia
Kaand' soon, says that she always picks
up roles that are meaty and strong.
The actress, who has also done shor t
films such as 'Mirror', 'Fear of God' and
'Happy Anniversery', adds that bold scenes
are something that she is wary of.
"The script needs to really convince me
that a bold scene is required at that point.
I would like to play a strong character
rather than a bold one. In the past, I have
said no to many of them. In my series, there are bold scenes but
not for my character. Though Maya is very bold, fearless in her
character," she says. Talking about her character, she adds: "I am
playing Maya, who's a strong lady. She is the wife of Daara, the
main villain, played by Harry Josh. Maya is someone who is not
afraid of her husband and dominates over him. "Maya wishes that
her husband Daara rules over Ballia. In the next season, Maya will
be seen in a completely different character. The audience will get
to see how she will take advantage of Rana and Baala, who are
enemies of one another." The actress wants to try her hand at
different genres. "I have studied in the lands of Hollywood and I am
now working in Bollywood.

SHAHID KAPOOR STARRER 'JERSEY' AVOIDS CLASH WITH
YASH'S KGF CHAPTER 2; NEW RELEASE DATE ANNOUNCED
If you were confused between Jersey and KGF Chapter 2 for this
weekend, then your problem has been sor ted! The makers of Shahid
Kapoor’s film on Monday announced the new release date of the film
which is-- 22nd April. Directed by Gowtam Tinnanuri, the spor ts drama
also features Mrinal Thakur and Pankaj Kapoor in the lead role.
Speaking about the postponement of the release of the film, 'Jersey'
producer Aman Gill said, "As a team, we have put our blood sweat
and tears into ‘Jersey’ and would like our beloved film to reach all of
you in the widest possible way. Jersey will now release on 22nd
April." It seems like the makers have postponed the release to avoid
the box office clash with Yash's 'KGF: Chapter 2', which will be out in
theatres on April 14! Meanwhile, Shahid has been quite actively
sharing promotional posts about the film's release on his Instagram
handle. Helmed by Gowtam Tinnanuri, 'Jersey', a remake of the National
Award-winning Telugu film of the same name will see Shahid play the

role of Arjun, a failed cricketer who decides to fulfil his dream of
representing Team India for his son. Earlier, 'Jersey' got delayed in
December last year due to a surge in COVID-19 cases. Coming to
KGF 2 starring superstar Yash, it happens to be the superhit 'KGF'
series. 'KGF: Chapter 2', written and directed by Prashanth Neel, will
release in Kannada, Telugu, Hindi, Tamil and Malayalam. It has been
produced by Vijay Kiragandur, under the Hombale Films banner.
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DIRECTOR AYAN MUKERJI SHARES
NEW POSTER FROM 'BRAHMASTRA'

MUMBAI, (IANS)
'Yeh Jawaani Hai
Deewani' director
Ayan Mukerji shared
a new poster of the
soon-to-be-married
couple Ranbir Kapoor
and Alia Bhatt's
'Brahmastra' on
Sunday. He also
shared a glimpse of
the soulful song
'Kesariya' with the
poster. The director
took to his Instagram
to share the film's
asset. Explaining the
essence of the film's
title, he wrote in the
caption, "'Love is the Light!' Par t One: Shiva is what this first
chapter of Brahmastra is now called. But for the longest time, it
used to be. Part One: Love. Because at its core, Brahmastra is
about the Energy of Love. A Love - that spread like Fire, beyond
the Movie, and into Life. So here it is, our Love Poster."

VARUN DHAWAN, JANHVI KAPOOR-STARRER 'BAWAAL' BEGINS FILMING
Filmmaker Nitesh Tiwari's upcoming love story "Bawaal", featuring
Varun Dhawan and Janhvi Kapoor, began production in Lucknow on
Sunday, the makers said. The film, produced by Sajid Nadiadwala,
will be shot across three Indian locations and five European countries,
including Paris. The first schedule of "Bawaal" will be shot in the Uttar
Pradesh capital, where its ‘mahurat’ was held. This will be the
"Dangal" helmer's second feature with Nadiadwala after their National
Award winning 2019 drama "Chhichhore". "While details are under
wraps at the moment, the entire cast and crew are extremely excited
to star t work on the ambitious project that promises the fresh pairing

of Varun and Janhvi with promising chemistry, picturesque visuals
and great story telling with Nitesh Tiwari behind the wheel," a note
from the makers read. The film marks the first collaboration between
Dhawan and Kapoor, known for films like "Gunjan Saxena" and
"Dhadak". Apar t from "Bawaal", Dhawan will be seen in Karan Johar-
backed "Jug Jugg Jeeyo" and Amar Kaushik's directorial "Bhediya".
Kapoor will headline Aanand L Rai's production "Good Luck Jerry",
her father Boney Kapoor-backed "Mil i" and and Johar's home
production "Mr and Mrs Mahi".
"Bawaal" is scheduled to hit the screens next year on April 7.

'LOCK UPP': KANGANA RANAUT SAYS
AZMA FALLAH HAS AN 'UNFILTERED

ATTITUDE' LIKE HER

MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood actress and host Kangana Ranaut
praised 'Lock Upp' contestant Azma Fallah by saying "You and
me are unfiltered." During the judgement day episode, Kangana
started the day saying there are two types of people in this badass
jail: "Left v/s right block and wild card v/s old kaidis, let us hear from you
guys your thoughts on who's strong and weak. To this Munawar Faruqui
said Vinit Kakar is the weakest as he's not able to create bonds. On
the other hand Kaaranvir added Vinit because is not a performer.
Azma said Munawar is a strong player and he's very smart. To
which Kangana replied "Azma I've noticed you are very upfront
like me, you don't think twice and do what your heart says, to be
honest, you and I have an unfiltered attitude! You're like me."

'My first and last attempt...' Deepika Padukone shares first ever poem she wrote at 12
Bollywood actress Deepika Padukone was only 12-year-old when she
tried her hand at writing poetry for the first time. On Sunday, the 'Piku' star
took a stroll down memory lane and shared the poem 'I Am', which she
wrote when she was in 7th standard. The poem read, "I am a child with
love and care. I wonder how far the stars reach. I hear the rush of the
waves. I see the deep blue sea. I want to be a loving child of God. I am a
child with love and care. I pretend to be a blooming flower."
"I feel the soothing hands of God. I touch the mountains way so far. I worry
if I am liked by all. I cry for the ones who need God's tender touch. I am a
child with love and care. I understand that life must end. I say you must
work hard. I dream what I ought to dream. I try to do my very best. I hope
I deserve the very best. I am a child with love and care. (sic)." She
captioned the post as "My first AND LAST attempt at writing poetry!" She
added, "This was in grade 7. I was 12. The poem was titled 'I Am'. We
were given the first 2 words that you see...and the rest is his-
tory!".  Soon after Deepika Padukone shared the post, her fans
bombarded the comment section. "you're the best," a netizen com-
mented. "how beautifully curated," another one wrote. Meanwhile,
on the professional front, Deepika will next be seen in 'Pathaan'
with Shah Rukh Khan and John Abraham.
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DASVI, SPEARHEADED BY ABHISHEK BACHCHAN, MAKES
FOR A LIGHT-HEARTED, SOCIO-POLITICAL SATIRE

M O V I E  R E V I E W

CAST:  ABHISHEK BACHCHAN, YAMI

GAUTAM DHAR, NIMRAT KAUR, MANU

RISHI CHADHA, ARUN KUSHWAH

DIRECTION: TUSHAR JALOTA

RATING - 3/5

HANSIKA MOTWANI'S FIRST WEB SERIES
TITLED 'MY3', SHE PROMISES LAUGH RIOT

CHENNAI, (IANS) Director M
Rajesh's upcoming web series,
which will feature actors Hansika
Motwani, Mugen Rao,
Shanthanu and Ashna Zaveri in
the lead, has been titled 'MY3'.
The rom-com series is a unique
robotic love story and is to be
streamed on the OTT platform
Disney+ Hotstar.
Kar thik Muthukumar is the
cinematographer of this series,
which will have music by
Ganesan and editing by Ashish.
The series is being produced by
Trendloud. Says Hansika, "It's an
honour to be a part of this series. It's a sweet and delightful moment
to be working with director M Rajesh. I am excited to be collaborating
with him after our movie 'Oru Kal Oru Kannadi'. "Being My first web-
series, I am excited and eager to be working with powerhouse talents
like Mugen and Shanthanu. This series will be a 100 per cent laugh-
riot for the audience. Get ready to witness a unique and one-of-its-
kind rom-com from director Rajesh."

And do not worry that your life is turning upside down. How do you
know that the side you are used to is better than the one to
come?...writes  Elif Shafak, in her very famous The For ty Rules of
Love. Such is the story of Tushar Jalota’s directorial debut, Dasvi.
The film opens with the CM of Harit Paradesh, Ganga Ram Chaudhary,
who is recording the ‘fitness’ challenge, fur ther extending it to Donald
Trump, sorry Joe Biden, Putin and Trudeau on social media.
The popular CM’s fate is due to change as he is imprisoned over a
teachers’ appointment scam. In the double-dealing world of politics,
‘kursi’ goes to his wife – Bimmo aka Bimla Devi Chaudhary. Despite
the clout that Ganga enjoys, he is stuck in prison. And what he does in
this confinement takes the story forward.
The prison represents the microcosm of the world. And here, shunned
by his own, Ganga finds his purpose - to clear dasvi. His result in
dasvi is tied with his political fate. How this neta gets used to his life
upside down and meets the challenges makes for this easy, breezy,
feel- good film.
Abhishek Bachchan as Ganga delivers a decent performance. While
Harit Pradesh is fictional, one gets the tinge of Haryana that this
pagri-wielding Chaudhary gets right. The ease and calm with which
Ganga embraces the change of for tune is appealing. Nimrat Kaur
makes an interesting turn from a Chief Minister’s wife to the Chief
Minister. Stung by ambition, her makeover is delightful. Yami Gautam
Dhar as IPS officer Jyoti Deswal lives up to her tough but well meaning
character. Danish Husain as the librarian Raebareli and Arun Khuswaha
as Ghanti, this jail is full of some talent.
The film sure is made on flimsy plot, even everything else is average,
two catch the eye – the unlikely, endearing bond between Ganga and
Jyoti. And the music, that’s given by Sachin–Jigar. Macha Macha Re,
Ghani Trip and Thaan Liya take the narrative forward.

The two-hours-six-minutes film offers familiar glimpses of the reel
and real—Rabri Devi’s overnight transformation to the CM, political
promises of education to the young leaders being the face of the
emerging political par ties. Story by  Ram Bajpai and written by Ritesh
Shah, Suresh Nair and Sandeep Layzell reminds you of  Lage Raho
Munna Bhai, Rang De Basanti and Taare Zameen Par. The characters
even if not written with great depth, manage to evince interest, and
laughter. There are constant parallels – CM Bimla Devi in helicopter
to the flight of Icarus, a CM who cannot read the oath to the reference
to Mann ki Baat to khap. Sure Dasvi makes no compelling case for
society, but it sure is a light-heated, easy watch for the weekend.
Streaming on Jio Cinema and Netflix.

"MY FIRST AND LAST ATTEMPT": DEEPIKA
PADUKONE SHARES THE POEM SHE WROTE

AT 12. FANS CALL IT "THE BEST"
Deepika Padukone, on
Sunday afternoon, went down
the memory lane and dug out
a priceless piece of work
from the archives. The
actress posted the picture of
the poem I Am, which she
wrote when she was only 12-
years-old. Sharing on her
Instagram handle, she
captioned the post as "My
first AND LAST attempt at
writing poetry! This was in
grade 7. I was 12. The poem
was titled 'I Am'. We were
given the first 2 words that you see...and the rest is history!". In the
post, we can see the actress has written three stanzas.
The poem read, "I am a child with love and care. I wonder how far the
stars reach. I hear the rush of the waves. I see the deep blue sea. I
want to be a loving child of God. I am a child with love and care. I
pretend to be a blooming flower. I feel the soothing hands of God. I
touch the mountains way so far. I worry if I am liked by all. I cry for the
ones who need God's tender touch. I am a child with love and care. I
understand that life must end. I say you must work hard. I dream
what I ought to dream. I try to do my very best. I hope I deserve the
very best. I am a child with love and care. (sic)."
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HIMANSHI KHURANA: FITNESS FOR ME
IS BEING FLEXIBLE AND COMFORTABLE

IN MY OWN BODY

MUMBAI, (IANS) Actress and model Himanshi Khurana went
on to become a household name after her stint in season 13 of
the show 'Bigg Boss'. The actress is a fitness enthusiast herself
who opened up about what fitness means to her.
She says: "Fitness for me is being flexible and comfor table in
my own body. Unfit people tend to face a lot of health problems
and difficulties in carrying day to day activities, therefore being
fit is very impor tant" She fur thermore adds how impor tant
working out is to her. Talking about the same, the actress shares:
"Working out for me is very important. I work out regularly no matter
what, even in my busy schedule I take out time to work out. I tend to skip my
workout only when it is literally impossible but I try to make it up by
following a proper diet." The actress fur ther briefs about her diet
and says: "My diet mostly consists of Indian food because
Indian food is very nutritious. We can get all the required nutrition
and protein from our Indian food." Lastly, the actress concludes
by giving out a message to the youngsters. "My only advice to
motivate youngsters is to stay persistent and consistent. Make
fitness a habit and not an option by exercising regularly."

KAREENA KAPOOR STUNS IN HERVE LEGER JUMPSUIT; EKTA
KAPOOR ASKS, 'HOW ARE YOU LOOKING THIS GOOD & THIN?'

RRR BOX OFFICE: RAM CHARAN, JR NTR'S FILM SMASHES
RECORDS! FINALLY ENTERS RS 1000 CRORE CLUB

SS Rajamouli's magnum opus RRR has surpassed all records and
has entered the Rs 1000 crore club worldwide just after two weeks of
its release. The film starring Ram Charan and Jr NTR in the lead roles
was released on March 25. The only films to make this mark until
now were Aamir Khan's Dangal and Prabhs' Baahubali 2: The
Conclusion. Announcing RRR‘s latest big news, trade analyst Taran
Adarsh wrote, "'RRR' GROSSES 1000 CR WORLDWIDE... #SSRajamouli
does it again... Brings back the glory of #Indian cinema... #RRR Gross BOC: ?
1000 cr [Worldwide]... #JrNTR and #RamCharan debut in ? 1000 cr
Club... #Xclusiv OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT POSTER..."
The epic period action drama film on Friday amassed Rs 5 crore
making the highest third-week collection post the pandemic. It recently
took over Salman Khan’s Bajrangi Bhaijaan and Aamir Khan’s Secret
Superstar to become the third highest-earning Indian film ever.
According to the box office India repor t, "RRR (Hindi) is still in the
race to beat the numbers of The Kashmir Files as its again holds very
well on the third Friday. The collections show no drop from the previous
day as the film again collects 5 crore nett to take its overall total to
211 crore nett. This keeps it in the race to be the top grosser of 2022
but there is the juggernaut KGF2 coming and if that is liked it could
reach The Kashmir Files before RRR (hindi)." Taran Adarsh mentioned
that the film may cross Rs 230 crore in hindi. He wrote, "#RRR
grows yet again on [third] Sat... Should cross ? 230 cr today [third
Sun]... The journey thereafter depends on how strongly it holds on

weekdays, till the new films arrive... [Week 3] Fri 5 cr, Sat 7.50 cr.
Total: ? 221.09 cr. #India biz."

Be it traditional attire or a western ensemble, Kareena Kapoor Khan
never misses a chance to impress spectators with her sar torial
choices. The Bollywood diva recently took social media into a frenzy
by sharing drop-dead gorgeous pictures of herself from a recent
photoshoot. The 'Good Newwz' actor looked sizzling hot in a black
jumpsuit with a criss-cross back design from Herve Leger.
Carrying her signature smokey eye makeup with glossy lips, Bebo
kept her hair straight loose. She accessorized the outfit with golden
hoop earrings and a golden coloured wristwatch. Kareena's post
accumulated more than six lakh likes within a few hours of being
shared. Several fans and celebrity followers chimed into the comments
section and dropped hear tfelt comments for the 41-year-old actor.

Her 'Veere Di Wedding' co-star Sonam Kapoor wrote, "Looking amazing
Bebo." Ekta Kapoor also commented, "How r u looking this good n this
thin sooooooooopeerrrrbbbbbbbbbbb." The actress is a fitness
enthusiast who often treats her fans and followers with some workout
videos. Recently,  the 'Jab We Met' actor shared a video where she
can be seen doing multiple complex yoga poses. She captioned her
post, "When your yoga instructor follows you on Instagram, you know
it's time to say bye to the biryani and halwa. #UntilWeMeetAgain."
Meanwhile, on the work front, Kareena has announced her OTT debut
in a Sujoy Ghosh directorial with Jaideep Ahlawat and Vijay Verma,
which will stream on Netflix. Apar t from this, she will be seen in 'Laal
Singh Chadha' alongside Aamir Khan.

SONAM KAPOOR-ANAND AHUJA'S HOME IN
NEW DELHI GETS ROBBED; CASH,

JEWELLERY WORTH RS 2.4 CRORE STOLEN

In a shocking state of affairs, Bollywood actress Sonam Kapoor
and her husband Anand Ahuja's Delhi residence has been
robbed. Cash and jewellery wor th Rs 2.4 crore were stolen
from the house located at Delhi's Amrita Shergill Marg. Sonam's
father-in-law Harish Ahuja, mother-in-law Priya Ahuja and
Anand's grandmother Sarla Ahuja stay in the apar tment.
Sonam's mother-in-law has lodged a complaint at the Tughlaq
Road police station and their staff are being questioned in the
matter. It is stated that the Delhi Police is questioning 25
employees, 9 caretakers, drivers, gardeners and other workers
in the matter.  Not just the Delhi Police, even the FSL is also
involved in evidence collection from the crime scene. Being a
high profile case, it was kept under cover and repor ts suggest
that the robbery took place in February. As per the complaint,
Sarla Ahuja claimed she got to know of the theft on February 11
when she checked her cupboards for jewellery and cash. She
had last checked the jewellery 2 years ago. The complaint was
lodged on February 23. Meanwhile, Sonam who is expecting
her first child with Anand is in Mumbai. The couple had
announced the good news on March 21, in an Instagram post.
Along with a few images, she wrote, "Four hands.To raise you
the very best we can. Two hear ts. That will beat in unison with
yours, every step of the way. One family. Who will shower you
with love and suppor t. We can’t wait to welcome you.
#everydayphenomenal #comingthisfall2022."

NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI ON PLAYING
'LAILA' IN HEROPANTI 2: MANY FELT

I'M DISPLAYING FEMININE QUALITIES

Acclaimed actor Nawazuddin Siddiqui, who is currently gearing up for
the release of 'Heropanti 2', has talked about his character Laila in the
upcoming film. He says that many thought he is displaying feminine qualities
and that's how engrossed he was in the role. The star is seen playing a
ruthless don who has a feminine side to him, his character is
extremely unpredictable and quirky. Asked about the biggest
challenge he had to face while perfecting the gait of the character,
which had to depict the power of a don while retaining feminine elegance,
he said "I incorporated the (traits of) the character in my real life. Laila's
walk and the feminine touch (in his manners) were prominently visible in
my gestures." The actor, who is popularly known for getting into the skin of
his character before reaching the sets, followed a similar
schedule for Ahmed Khan's directorial venture. Adding more
Siddiqui says, "Many asked me about the change in my body
language, and told me that my walk is different from my usual style. Many
thought I am displaying feminine qualities. That's how engrossed I was in
Laila's role. I (dropped) the mannerisms after the shoot was completed."

AKSHAY KUMAR SAVES LIFE OF A DROWNING DRAGONFLY.
SAYS, "WE ALL NEED WILL TO LIVE AND WINGS TO FLY"

On Sunday, Akshay Kumar dropped an adorable video on Twitter. In
the video, the actor is seen inside a swimming pool. But it's no regu-
lar pool day that's all about relaxing and chilling. This Sunday, the
actor was busy saving a life at the pool. Yes, you read it right. In the
video, Akshay Kumar is blowing at a dragonfly and helping it dry its
wings. The caption explained the matter to us. It read, "This li'l friend
slipped in the swimming pool this morning and needed help. A bit of
patience, a bit of cheering… and off he flew. Isn't that what we all
need in life - hope in the hear t, will to live and wings to fly."
Fans absolutely admired Akshay Kumar's Sunday post and called the
actor a "real hero". Recently, Akshay Kumar made headlines with his
bir thday wish to actor, director and producer Ajay Devgn. Calling the
Singham actor a “brother”, Akshay Kumar wrote, "Be it acting or
direction, may you continue acing it brother." The note also added,
"Hope Runway 34 is a runaway success. Happy bir thday, Ajay Devgn."
Akshay Kumar's candid social media presence is a trait that we love.
The actor keeps us enter tained and inspired with his regular posts.
He also actively uses social media to drop hear tfelt messages for his
family and friends on their special days. Likewise, Akshay Kumar

wished happy bir thday to comedian Kapil Sharma in a lovely way this
year. The actor wrote, “I hope iss saal tere Lokhandwala hi nahi Bandra
mein bhi bahot saare ghar ho (I hope this year you get many houses
not just in Lokhandwala, but in bandra too). Always wishing you the
best in life brother, Happy bir thday Kapil Sharma." The post also
included a photo where the two were seen in a tight hug.

‘Imran Khan is happy being a father, being himself’: Zayn Marie gives update on cousin
Aamir Khan’s niece Zayn Marie Khan gave a compassionate reply to a fan when asked
about her cousin brother Imran Khan being missing in action for a long time now. Zayn, who
was carrying out an Ask Me Anything session on her Instagram stories on Sunday, received
a query, “What’s Imran Khan doing these days?” Zayn has appeared in Netflix projects like
Mrs Serial Killer (2020) and Feels Like Ishq (2010). Speaking on why Imran has been away
from the public eye for several years now, Zayn said, “He is being a father and he is being
himself and I think he is really happy and when people pull back asking for space, we
should give them that.” Zayn, daughter of filmmaker Mansoor Khan and niece of actor
Aamir Khan, got married to Akash Mohimen last year. Fans got to see Imran after a long
time in her wedding photos. Zayn also revealed that the ceremony was officiated by her cousin brother. Imran Khan did roles as a kid, mostly playing
the childhood of his uncle Aamir Khan in films Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak and Jo Jeeta Wohi Sikandar.

Sunil Grover makes tea like a pro at a thela, fans call him ‘king of comedy’
Sunil Grover sure knows how to enter tain his audience. The actor-comedian who recently recovered from a heart
ailment is back on Instagram and how. Instead of just sharing his photos or moments from his life, he is sharing videos
that are quirky and cute at the same time. The actor has about 4.8 million followers on Instagram and he never fails to
impress his fans.
Sunil in a recent video can be seen making chai while in another one is a ‘Juicy Reel’. In one of the videos, he took over
a streetside tea stall and made tea like a pro while the bemused owner looked on. In another video, he extracted juice
from a sugarcane.
Responding to one of the videos, a fan called him, “king of comedy,” while another was happy to see how well the actor
behaves with local people. Sunil also shared some videos from his recent trip to Rishikesh, Uttarakhand.
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WILL SMITH BANNED FROM OSCARS
FOR 10 YEARS AFTER SLAPPING

COMEDIAN CHRIS ROCK

RANVEER SINGH AND DISHA PATANI PERFORM AT A WEDDING
IN DELHI, FANS CALL HIM ‘ENERGY KA BHANDAAR’

Days after Will Smith's slapping incident at Oscars 2022, the Board of
Governors for the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, on
Friday, voted to ban the 'The Pursuit of Happiness' star from all the
Academy events for for 10 years. The decision has been announced
by the Academy via statement. "Today, the Board of Governors con-
vened a meeting to discuss how best to respond to Will Smith's
actions at the Oscars, in addition to accepting his resignation. The
Board has decided, for a period of 10 years from April 8, 2022, Mr.
Smith shall not be permitted to attend any Academy events or pro-
grams, in person or virtually, including but not limited to the Academy
Awards," president David Rubin and CEO Dawn Hudson said in the
statement. The decision was made during a Board of Governors meet-
ing held on Friday in Los Angeles. The meeting, initially scheduled for
April 18, was expedited after Smith announced his resignation from
the Academy last week, CNN reported. The statement continued,
"The 94th Oscars were meant to be a celebration of the many indi-
viduals in our community who did incredible work this past year;
however, those moments were overshadowed by the unacceptable
and harmful behavior we saw Mr. Smith exhibit on stage."
"During our telecast, we did not adequately address the situation in
the room," the letter went on to state. "For this, we are sorry. This was
an opportunity for us to set an example for our guests, viewers and our
Academy family around the world, and we fell short -- unprepared for
the unprecedented," David Rubin and CEO Dawn Hudson added.  For
the unversed, while presenting the best documentary feature award
at the 2022 Oscars, Chris Rock made a joke about Smith's wife Jada
Pinkett Smith's shaved head. Rock said he couldn't wait to see Pinkett
Smith, who has alopecia areata, star in 'G.I. Jane 2' which led Smith to
go up on stage and slap Rock.  Smith returned to his seat and shouted,
"Keep my wife's name out of your fu**ing mouth!" A few minutes after
the incident, Smith was announced Best Actor at the 94th Academy
Awards. While accepting his first-ever Oscar for best actor (leading
role) in 'King Richard', Smith apologized to the Academy and fellow
nominees but did not mention Rock. However, after receiving back-
lash for his disorderly behaviour, Smith issued an apology to Chris
Rock and Academy on his social media handle.

Ranveer Singh is a true enter tainer. The actor recently performed at a
wedding in Delhi where he let his hair down. He was seen taking over
the stage as he danced with his fans. In a couple of videos, which are
doing rounds on the social media platforms, Ranveer Singh is seen
performing on ‘Khalibali,’ ‘Tattad Tattad’ and ‘Malhari.’ As soon as the
videos went viral, fans of the 36-year-old hailed praise on him. “Energy
ka bhandar”, wrote a fan, while another comment read, “So hot!”
Disha Patani was also at the wedding. She also shared her look for
the night. On Sunday, Ranveer treated fans to a photo of himself. In the
photo, the actor was seen standing next to a private jet. He captioned
the post as, “It’s all just one big flexathon.” The actor is basking in the
success of 83. He played the role of Kapil Dev in the Kabir Khan

directorial. Now, Ranveer is looking forward to the release of
Jayeshbhai Jordaar. Earlier this year, he announced that the film will
release on May 13, this year. Ranveer also promised that his character
in the YRF directorial would be different than any role he has played
before. “I know you’ve seen all kinds of heroes, like a rich hero,
snake-hero, fake hero, a hero who dances with girls, a cop hero, a
thug hero, a hero on horseback, outerspace hero, superman hero, bat
hero. You’ve seen all kinds of heroes, but you haven’t seen a different
hero—named Jayeshbhai, and what he does is jordaar (impressive),”
he said in a promotional video.
Ranveer also has Cirkus to his credit. The Rohit Shetty directorial will
also star Pooja Hegde in the lead role.

BRIDE-TO-BE ALIA BHATT HEADS TO WORK AHEAD OF WEDDING, RANBIR
KAPOOR’S KRISHNA RAJ BUNGALOW GETS DECKED UP WITH LIGHTS

Fans are waiting for updates on Alia Bhatt and Ranbir Kapoor’s wedding with
bated breath. The couple is rumoured to be tying the knot this week. However,
everyone close to Alia and Ranbir is tight-lipped about the developments around
their D-Day, including his mother Neetu Kapoor who recently interacted with
media. On Sunday, the under-construction Krishna Raj Bungalow was being
decked-up with lights, which hinted that both the families will soon star t the
wedding festivities. Earlier in the day, a repor t on HT City claimed that Ranbir
and Alia will have mehendi ceremony on April 13. The two will have their haldi
ceremony in the first half of April 14, and Ranbir and Alia will tie the knot later
that day. In the afternoon, Alia was seen heading to Karjat for a shoot. Both, Alia
and Ranbir, are wrapping up their work commitments ahead of the wedding. Ranbir is also busy with his upcoming project. He is
currently shooting for Luv Ranjan’s untitled film. On Saturday, a video of Ranbir and Shraddha Kapoor went viral on the social media
platforms. The two were spotted shooting for a dance number. On Saturday, Ayan Mukherji, who is said to be one of the guests at the
wedding, shared a new poster of Brahmastra. The poster features Alia holding Ranbir close to her.



DELHI CAPITAL'S KULDEEP YADAV
REVEALS WHICH KKR BATTER'S WICKET

HE ENJOYED THE MOST

PUNJAB KINGS LEAVE MUMBAI INDIANS WINLESS

Kuldeep Yadav had a harrowing time during his stint at Kolkata Knight
Riders where he got very little suppor t from the team management
but he has got second wind at Delhi Capitals in a nice environment
with backing from skipper Rishabh Pant. Kuldeep with 10 wickets is now the
'Orange Cap' holder having missed the last edition with horrific knee injury. "I am
enjoying the environment here and have a good backing of the side. Rishabh
guides me well from behind the stumps, too," Kuldeep said after the end of the
match. Rishabh on his part said that he has tried to give him enough chances so
that he is back in the groove. "Kuldeep has been working for one year but hasn't
been getting enough chances. We are trying to back him and he is
doing well." Kuldeep said that he is working a lot on his bowling.
"Actually I didn't think much earlier. I felt I can reach it, and it is my
wicket at the end of the day. It is impor tant to take a pause and think
about the bowling. This is a good wicket and the batters do well.

WHEN RAVI SHASTRI HAD ‘YELLED’
AT MS DHONI

Former India head coach Ravi Shastr i ,  who has been on the
commentary panel in the ongoing season of the Indian Premier League
(IPL), revealed an interesting anecdote regarding Dhoni’s love for
football and how he had to yell at him on one occasion to stop him
from playing the game. The episode occurred before the Asia Cup
final when Shastri had to shout at MSD so that the former India
wicketkeeper-batsman did not hur t himself. “He loves football. It
scares, the intensity he plays, you from the outside, you hope he
doesn’t get injured. I remember before the Asia Cup final, there was
dew, he went skidding five minutes before the toss,” said Shastri on
Star Spor ts.“I’ve never yelled like that in my life, I said stop the
game! Something like that. You don’t want to lose your main player in
a game against Pakistan, because five minutes later was the toss.
But, to get him out, leave the football, impossible,” he added.

GO WITH THE GAME AND BACK YOUR INSTINCTS:
ZAHEER KHAN’S MANTRA FOR STRUGGLING MI

Mumbai Indians, the most successful franchise of the Indian Premier
League (IPL), has been struggling to find form in the ongoing season
of the IPL. With four consecutive losses, MI languish at the bottom of
the table. However, Mumbai Indians, director of cricket Zaheer Khan,
backed his side to go out and freely express themselves. “Whatever
the result is, we are going to protect our environment. Win or lose we
are in it together. All of us have seen ups and downs but how we carry
ourselves is impor tant,” said Khan. Citing the innings from Suryakumar
Yadav, who scores a vital knock 68 under pressure. MI was at one
point 79/6 but a gem of an innings by Yadav propelled Mumbai to a
respectable total of 151/6. “Go with the game and back your instincts.
Today it was Surya who stood up for us but we as a team can help him by backing
him. That is how one becomes two, then two becomes three. But what is important
is to keep the enjoyment in our control. Keep pushing, chin up, get up and do it
again,” he added. Earlier, Khan had also said that his team needed to close
situations when the momentum began to shift away from his team.

WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT ‘RETIRED OUT’ STRATEGY BEFORE THE SEASON:
RR CAPTAIN SAMSON
What initially was a course correction, ended up being the next big innovation in T20 cricket. Ravichandran
Ashwin became the first batsman in the IPL to be tactically retired out during the Rajasthan Royals versus
Lucknow Super Giants game on Sunday. As Royals head coach Kumar Sangakkara said at the post-match
press conference, he got it wrong by not sending Riyan Parag ahead of Rassie van der Dussen and to do
the course correction, Ashwin was promoted at No. 6, with the intention of retiring him out to allow Parag
a suitable point of entry. Ashwin, who came in the 10th over and walked off in the 19th over after scoring 28
runs off 23 balls, was par t of the decision-making process. “It was the right time to do that. Ashwin himself
was asking from the field as well, and we had discussed it just before that, as to what we would do,”
Sangakkara said at the presser. He added: “I think as the coach, I got one call wrong, not sending Riyan Parag
ahead of Rassie van der Dussen and holding Rassie back, so we couldn’t get the full benefit of Riyan.

Royal Challengers Bangalore pacer Harshal Patel has left the IPL bio-bubble following the death of a
family member.
PTI has learnt that Harshal exited the bubble after getting to know about the tragedy in the family right
after the game against Mumbai Indians. Harshal has been the star performer for RCB over the past couple
of seasons and took two wickets on Saturday night in the team’s seven wicket win over MI. “Unfor tunately,
Harshal had to leave the bio-bubble due to a death in his family. It was his sister. He did not take the team
bus back to Mumbai from Pune,” said an IPL source. “He will be rejoining the bubble before the next game
against CSK on April 12.” The 31-year-old has played eight T20Is after making his debut last year.

IPL 2022: RCB PACER HARSHAL PATEL BEREAVED

WELL-OILED PUNJAB DENY FIVE-TIME CHAMPS FIRST VICTORY OF SEASON, DESPITE BIG SCARE FROM BREVIS
The Punjab Kings dug-out was ecstatic. Suryakumar Yadav had a
knee-high full-toss from Kagiso Rabada at his mercy. Nine times out
of 10, Surya would dispatch it into the stands. But he miscued his
heave and was caught at long-on. That sealed Mumbai Indians’ fate.
With Surya at the crease, it was still pretty gettable for MI when the
penultimate over began. Punjab had scored 198/5 and for their oppo-
nents, the equation had come down to 28 off 12 balls. MI eventually
ended up scoring 186/9 to lose by 12 runs; five defeats on the spin
now.
PUNJAB’S TEAM EFFORT
Collective effor t has been missing from MI’s cricket this season.
They are looking heavily reliant on individual brilliance and much to
the team’s chagrin, skipper Rohit Sharma is yet to get into his big-
scoring groove. They still had a few positives to take from this game,
like Jasprit Bumrah’s yorker to Liam Livingstone and Dewald Brevis’
innings. But collectively, Punjab were superior. They won, riding on
team effor t.
Both their openers, Mayank Agarwal (52) and Shikhar Dhawan (70),
scored half-centuries and stitched a 97-run opening par tnership in
9.3 overs. Then, MI pulled things back a bit, but Jitesh Sharma’s 30
not out off 15 balls ensured that Punjab still posted an imposing total.
Rabada dismissed Rohit at the top and Surya at the death. Odean
Smith returned with 4/30. Two horrible mix-ups to lose Kieron Pollard
and Tilak Varma made matters worse for MI.
BREVIS’ SPARK
At the first strategic time-out during MI’s innings, Mahela Jayawardene
and Sachin Tendulkar were talking to Brevis. The youngster had just
destroyed Rahul Chahar with four consecutive sixes – a forgettable
star t for the leggie against his old franchise – and the message from
the team management was ostensibly loud and clear – don’t get car-
ried away.
Against an asking rate of nine-and-a-half runs per over, however,
Brevis had to continue hitting and a mistimed pull off Smith found the
backward square leg fielder. The 18-year-old depar ted for a 25-ball

49. His shots imitated the great AB de Villiers. He even walked and
ran between the wickets like his mentor.
The Pune crowd, and millions on telly, got an idea why Brevis is
called ‘Baby AB’. On Wednesday, the ‘baby’ broke into the man’s
world in style. Rohit showed intent from the outset. But yet again, the
MI captain got out after getting set. Ishan Kishan depar ted soon after.
At 32/2 in the fifth over, the five-time champions were under serious
pressure. This was effectively a win-or-bust game for them.
Brevis couldn’t score off the first eight balls he faced. But he looked
unfazed. Back-to-back fours against Arshdeep Singh attested his con-
fidence. All the while, even when he was going ballistic against
Chahar, Brevis kept it simple – see the ball, hit the ball. “His (De
Villiers) advice is to keep it simple, stay with the basics and play my
natural game,” the teenager told this paper a couple of months back.
He stayed true to his game. MI have unear thed an uncut gem in this
IPL, someone who should have a long career across formats.
BUMRAH’S BEAUTY
From fairly close to the stumps, Bumrah hurled a missile. The speed
gun showed 143kph. Liam Livingstone tried to dig out the yorker, but
it was too quick. The ball hit the base of the middle-stump.
Bumrah barely bowls wide yorkers. He fires them in the block hole. It
is down to his skill-set and confidence. He knows that when he nails
a yorker, it is nigh-on impossible to dig it out. Joel Garner, Cur tly
Ambrose, Wasim Akram and Waqar Younis used to do that in the past,
castling batsmen with pinpoint yorkers. Bumrah does it now, getting
the better of the batsmen for fun.
Livingstone, a wonderfully talented batsman, had no answer to the
ball of the match. Even elite batsmen would have struggled to counter
it. In the context of the game, it was a very impor tant wicket for MI.
Punjab had things nicely set up for a massive total. A few more overs
for Livingstone and it probably would have been completely out of
reach for MI. Bumrah’s timely intervention kept the total achievable
for his team. Yet again, though, the batting line-up collectively failed
to rise to the challenge.
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WILLIAMSON HALF CENTURY HELPS SUNRISERS
SNAP GUJARAT TITANS' UNBEATEN RUN

INJURED WASHINGTON LIKELY TO MISS SRH'S NEXT TWO MATCHES
All-rounder Washington Sundar is
likely to miss at least the next two IPL
matches for Sunrisers Hyderabad af-
ter suffering split webbing in his bowl-
ing hand, head coach Tom Moody has
said. A disciplined bowling effor t fol-
lowed by skipper Kane Williamson's
half-century helped SRH beat Gujarat
Titans by eight wickets at the D.Y.
Patil Stadium on Monday night. Dur-
ing the match however, Washington
got injured and couldn't bowl his full quota of overs. His three wicketless overs - two of which were
in the powerplay - went for just 14 runs. "Washington has torn the webbing in his right hand, between his thumb
and first finger. We must monitor that over the next two-three days. Hopefully, it isn't a significant blow. I'd imagine it'd
take probably a week or so to settle down," SRH coach Moody said after the win.

Sunrisers Hyderabad snapped Gujarat Titans' three-match winning
streak with a eight-wicket win in the Indian Premier League, with
captain Kane Williamson leading from the front with a solid 57 while
Nicholas Pooran gave the finishing touches with a late flourish here
on Monday.
Hardik Pandya’s unbeaten 50 had taken Gujarat Titans to 162 for 7
after being sent in to bat, but that was never going to be enough, as
Williamson, who struck his first fifty of the season, anchored the
Sunrisers' chase, as they crossed the line in 19.1 overs.
Sunrisers thus recorded their second consecutive win after defeating
Chennai Super Kings on Saturday last, while it was the Titan's first
defeat after a hat-trick of wins.
Williamson, whose 46-ball knock was studded with two fours and
four sixes, first added 64-runs with opener Abhishek Sharma (42 off
32 balls) to lay the foundation of the win.
Williamson then forged a 40-run stand with Rahul Tripathi, who re-
tired hur t on 17, to inch closer to the win.
Pooran (34 not out off 18 balls) sealed the deal with his hitting after
Willaimson was out in the 17th over. His innings was studded with
two fours and an equal number of sixes. He hit a six to finish the
match, taking his side to 168 for 2 in 19.1 overs.
There were two game changing moments. First, in the 13th over,
Williamson launched into Hardik Pandya by hitting him for two sixes.
Then, in the 16th over bowled by Lockie Ferguson, the Sunrisers
captain clobbered a six and a boundary, as SRH were cruising to-

wards the target.
Earlier, captain Pandya’s responsible 50 not out off 42 balls helped
Gujarat Titans post a competitive 162 for 7 after a top-order failure.
Invited to bat, Hardik first forged a 40-run stand for the four th wicket
with David Miller (12) to rally the innings after the top three batters
failed to conver t their star ts as Gujarat were in a spot of bother at 64/
3 after eight overs.
Hardik then added 50 runs with Abhinav Mahonar, who justified his
Rs 2.60 crore price tag with his quick fire 35 off 21 balls, to ensure
that the Titans crossed the 150-run mark.
Manohar, who got three lives, hit five boundaries and one six in his
shor t stay and par ticularly launched into T Natarajan (2/34) in the
18th over, where Gujarat amassed 13 runs.
The SRH attack largely kept Hardik at bay, as they did not allow him
to free his arms in the last five overs and as a result it was Hardik'
slowest fifty in the IPL.
Earlier, opener Matthew Wade earned his first boundary, cour tesy a
thick outside edge in the first over, where Bhuvneshwar Kumar (2/37)
conceded 17 runs, 12 of them extras.
But Gujarat lost Wade (19), Shubman Gill (7) and one-down batter Sai
Sudarshan (11) cheaply.
Gill was undone by a stunning one-handed diving catch by Rahul
Tripathi at cover, off Bhuvneshwar, in the third over.
Sudarshan, who was looking rusty, became Natarajan’s first victim,
after ballooning to Kane Williamson at mid-off.

KANE WILLIAMSON AND ABHISHEK SHARMA PUT ON A 64-RUN STAND, SUNRISERS HYDERABAD VS GUJARAT TITANS, IPL 2022,
DY PATIL STADIUM, MUMBAI.

WAS THE RIGHT TIME FOR ASHWIN TO RETIRE OUT, SAYS
RAJASTHAN ROYALS' KUMAR SANGAKKARA
Rajasthan Royals Director of Cricket,
Kumar Sangakkara, feels
Ravichandran Ashwin handled the
match situation really well by 'retiring
out' at the right time but the Sri Lankan
great conceded that he erred in not
sending Riyan Parag ahead of Rassie
van der Dussen. The Royals became
the first team in IPL history to employ
the 'retired out' tactic as Ashwin went
back to the dug out despite being 28
not out during their game against LSG on Sunday. "It was the right time to do that," Sangakkara said
at the post-match press conference. "Ashwin himself was asking from the field as well and we had
discussed just before that as to what we would do." South African van der Dussen, who was playing his first
match of the season, was sent at number four ahead of Shmiron Hetmyer, Ravichandran Ashwin and the out-of form
Parag. However, he was dismissed cheaply for four, while Parag hit a crucial six in the last over to help RR get closer
to the 170-run mark. "As the coach I got one call wrong not sending Riyan Parag ahead of Rassie van der Dussen and
holding Rassie back so we couldn't get the full benefit of Riyan."

HETMYER, CHAHAL GUIDE RR TO THREE-RUN WIN OVER LSG
Shimron Hetmyer lived up to his Rs 8.5 crore price tag with a six-hitting exhibition before Yuzvendra
Chahal and Trent Bout displayed their wizardry with the ball as Rajasthan Royals outwitted Lucknow
Super Kings by three runs in an IPL game here on Sunday.
Invited to bat, star West Indies batter Hetmyer smashed an unbeaten 36-ball 59 to lift RR from 67 for
four to 165 for six in 20 overs. Trent Boult (2/30) then struck twice in a sensational opening over,
while Chahal (4/41) picked up four wickets to achieve the feat of claiming 150 IPL victims but
Marcus Stoinis blasted two fours and four maximums in his unbeaten 38 off 17 balls to conjure up
hopes of a turnaround. But Kuldeep Sen, making his IPL debut, showed great nerves as he defended
15 runs in the last over as RR limited LSG to 162 for eight. With this win, RR bounced back from their
four wicket loss to RCB in the last match to take the top position in the IPL standings, while LSG
slipped to fifth spot. Defending the total, Boult produced a ripping late inswinging yorker to dismiss
KL Rahul for a first-ball duck, before trapping Krishnappa Gowtham plumb in front in the opening over
as LSG slipped to 1 for 2. Prasidh Krishna then got rid of Jason Holder with a back of a length delivery
which took a top-edge and balloned to Ravichandran Ashwin at mid-on. Madhya Pradesh pacer Sen
made an impressive IPL debut as he disturbed the woods of Deepak Hooda to leave LSG at 52 for
four. The wily Chahal then got into the act as he first foxed young Ayush Badoni (5), and then had
Quinton de Kock (39) holed out to Riyan Parag and knocked back the leg stump of Krunal Pandya
(22) as RR put one foot in the door.
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WE RARELY HAVE HEROINES PERFORMING ACTION SCENES IN OUR FILMS

SLEEPING WITH EVEN LOW LIGHT IS
HARMFUL FOR HEALTH: STUDY

THE TEASER OF KANGANA RANAUT-STARRER 'DHAAKAD' WAS UNVEILED ON TUESDAY AND IT DEPICTS THE BOLLYWOOD ACTRESS IN A
INTENSE SPY AVATAR, ACING HER ACTION SKILLS WHILE COMBATING ENEMIES AND BEATING THEM AT THEIR OWN GAME.
SHE SAYS THAT IN "OUR CINEMA, WE RARELY HAVE HEROINES PERFORMING ACTION SCENES IN THE REAL SENSE."
THE ACTRESS HAS LEARNED A NUMBER OF MARTIAL ART FORMS AND COMBAT TECHNIQUES, INCLUDING HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TO PLAY
AGENT AGNI WITH PANACHE AND ELAN. THE ACTIONER LED BY KANGANA, STARS ARJUN RAMPAL, DIVYA DUTTA AND SASWATA CHATTERJEE
ALONG WITH A POWER PACKED ENSEMBLE CAST. KANGANA SAID: "ALONG WITH THE SUCCESS OF 'MANIKARNIKA: THE QUEEN OF JHANSI', I
ALSO ENJOYED THE LOVE AND ADMIRATION THAT CAME MY WAY FOR THE WAY I PULLED OFF THE ACTION SCENES IN THAT FILM. IN OUR
CINEMA, WE RARELY HAVE HEROINES PERFORMING ACTION SCENES IN THE REAL SENSE. WHEN 'DHAAKAD' CAME MY WAY, I FELT HAPPY TO
SEE THAT SOMEONE HAD DARED TO VISUALISE A WOMAN IN A HARDCORE COMMERCIAL FILM AS AN ACTION HEROINE.

JANHVI KAPOORBHUMI PEDNEKAR NIKI TAMBOLIURVASHI RAUTELA KANGANA RANAUT

NEW YORK: Close the blinds, draw the cur tains and turn off all the
lights before bed because exposure to even moderate ambient light-
ing during night-time sleep can harm your health. According to re-
searchers at Nor thwestern University in the US, even dim light can
harm cardiovascular function during sleep and increase insulin re-
sistance the following morning. "The results from this study demon-
strate that just a single night of exposure to moderate room lighting
during sleep can impair glucose and cardiovascular regulation, which
are risk factors for hear t disease, diabetes and metabolic syndrome," said
Dr. Phyllis Zee, chief of sleep medicine at the University's Feinberg School of
Medicine. "It's important for people to avoid or minimise the amount of light expo-
sure during sleep," Zee said. The study, published in the journal PNAS,
tested the effect of sleeping with 100 lux (moderate light) compared to
3 lux (dim light) in par ticipants over a single night.

BALMORAL KICKS OFF THE YEAR AS THE FIRST
MULTICULTURAL AGENCY TO OWN ITS OFFICES

HOMEOWNERSHIP FEELS FURTHER OUT OF REACH THAN AT
PANDEMIC PEAK, SCOTIABANK HOUSING POLL

Canadians are less likely to purchase a home now than they were at the
height of the pandemic, according to the latest Scotiabank Housing Poll.
Twice as many Canadians are putting their plans to purchase a home on
hold in today’s economic environment, when compared to the first year
of the pandemic and the height of uncertainty in 2020. Of those Canadian
surveyed in 2022, 43% said they were putting their
plans on hold, compared to 33% in 2021 and 20% in
2020. Concerns over costs of living, rising interest
rates, market instability, and economic uncertainty
has most millennials feeling discouraged about their homeownership
aspirations. 90% of Canadians aged 18-34 believe that housing prices
will continue to increase over the next 12 months, and 62% say they are
waiting for housing prices to come down before buying a home. More
than half of millennials (56%) say the current economic environment has
negatively impacted their finances putting their homebuying plans on
ice. Despite loosening restrictions and employees returning to work,
market conditions have motivated even more Canadians to move further
away from major cities to get more for their money (35% in 2022 versus
29% in 2021). This is most common amongst younger Canadians, of
which half (49%) are considering moving out of their city to get more
‘house’ for their money.
“It’s no surprise that a perfect storm made up of the rising cost of living,
housing supply shortages, and increased demand has caused Canadi-
ans to feel like homeownership is out of reach,” said John Webster, Head

of Real Estate and Secured Lending at Scotiabank. “It’s important that
Canadians know that they’re not alone. Many others are going through
the same thing, and it’s why more people are looking for sound advice
from a trusted source.” With the market showing no sign of slowing
down, more homeowners are choosing to stay put and invest in their existing

property. According to the poll, 59% of Canadians are
choosing to renovate their existing property instead of
purchasing a new home in 2022, up from 56% at
the peak of the pandemic in 2020.

Highlights from the 2022 Scotiabank Housing Poll:
Homeowners choosing renovations instead of new locations
When compared to the last two years, fewer people are planning to pur-
chase a new home to live in (15% in 2022 versus 17% in 2021 versus 18%
in 2020).
Most homeowners (59%) are planning upgrades or renovations to their
current home within the next two years, 15% are planning to buy a new
home/sell their current home, and 10% are planning to buy a leisure/
investment property.
Interesting interest rates
51% of Canadians aged 18-34 feel that the threat of rising interest rates
has put their home buying plans on hold.
Most Canadians are more concerned about the increasing price of goods
and services than they are about a potential interest rate hike (81%).
No stopping the suburbs.

NEW EXECUTIVE HIRES. NEW OFFICE PURCHASE. NEW GROWTH AT
BALMORAL MULTICULTURAL MARKETING.
Unprecedented growth in the past year results in several new executive hires
and promotions.
Sharifa Khan, President and CEO of Canada’s largest and longest-running
multicultural marketing agency, Balmoral Multicultural announced several
new hires and promotions today, resulting from the agency’s unprecedented
growth over the past year. Among them, three key executives: Jeffrey Almeida
as Senior Vice President and continues as General Manager, and Cannes-
winning Donovan
D’Souza as Executive Creative Director (ECD) and Keshav Kumar as Executive
Media Director. Staying true to Balmoral’s pioneering DNA, the agency has
purchased a brand-new office at the premier location at Sheppard and Yonge
to support its overall staff growth during the pandemic.
“Owning our new office, new hires and internal promotions are allowing us to
create a new office structure, designed specifically with our clients’ needs in
mind,” said Khan. “Moreover, there is a recognition that multicultural marketing
has to be at the table with brands in Canada and it is and will continue to play
an important part in the success of their brand growth.”
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OPTIMISE NUTRITION AS YOU AGE

ENHANCING THE GOODNESS OF FOOD AND
COMMITMENT TO NUTRITIONAL VALUE

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) Let's pause to understand what healthy eat-
ing looks like for a woman. Literally. What should we be feeding our
bodies so that we can enjoy good health throughout the changing
stages of our lives? Whether you're a student attending online classes
or a corporate honcho working from home these days; a homemaker
who never gets a moment's rest or maybe you're none of the above
but as a woman, you need to know what nutrition is right for you and
more impor tantly, when.
Star ting from the stage of a teenager, what you eat will define who
you are in the years to come as nutrient needs are higher now than at
any other time in your lifecycle. "As teenage years are a time of rapid
growth and development, eating a well-balanced diet is key, as healthy
food is essential for proper hormonal balance. One must stay fit by
consuming good fat from fish, avocado, nuts, olive oil etc. The onset
of menstruation at this stage often causes low haemoglobin so load
up on food rich in iron, protein and avoid junk food containing refined
sugar, saturated and trans-fat." said Dr Ganesh Kadhe, Associate Di-
rector, Nutrition Medical and Scientific Affairs, Abbott
She added, "If you're under 30, it's a good time to star t increasing your
calcium intake. In case the pandemic continues to play a spoilspor t
of how much sunshine vitamin you can absorb, add vitamin D into
your diet to enable the absorption of calcium. If you're pregnant or
breastfeeding then lean proteins, iron, and vitamin C (to absorb the
iron) are all must-haves for you. In case you are planning a preg-
nancy, intake of supplements comprising of vitamin D, B12, iron,
calcium and folic acid are essential. A well-balanced diet for all women
this age should include some meat and dairy, seafood, green leafy
veggies, pulses and grains, dry fruits, and citrus-rich fruit."
Make the transition into menopause a smooth one by limiting foods

high in salt, preservatives, and saturated fats. "Women in their 40s
and 50s must say hello to more calcium and iron, food rich in antioxi-
dants like berries, cocoa, green tea and more fibrous food like whole
grains, veggies, and fruit. In addition to vitamins D and C, another one
that cannot be ignored as we age is B12 which is responsible for
neurological function and is usually deficient in vegetarians so con-
sciously supplement your diet with vitamin b12 for tified food if you
don't get it naturally. As the onset of metabolic disorders and vitamin
deficiencies are seen often in this age group, following a low
glycaemic, low-fat high protein diet topped with regular exercise is
essential." says Dr Ganesh.
"Age may only be a number but if you want to stay fit and active even
over 60 then the number of nutrients in your food needs to increase in
propor tion. As a woman in her senior years, your diet should already
include all that is recommended above. So that means foods rich in
calcium, iron, protein get a big yes and processed foods, saturated
fats and excess salt get a big no. The other red flags at this age are
spicy foods that can trigger acidity issues, too many sweets that can
lead to sugar imbalance and eventually diabetes.
One should be conscious that avoidance of dairy due to lactose intol-
erance is not a solution and they should rather consume dairy prod-
ucts rich in calcium and proteins."
No matter what age you are, drink plenty of water to keep your body
well hydrated, add a nutritional drink to your diet for a healthy balance
of nutrients, get enough sleep so that you feel fresh and rejuvenated;
stay active with age-appropriate exercise and pay equal impor tance
to your mental wellbeing. A lifestyle that combines all of this with a
healthy, well-balanced diet will ensure that you relish womanhood at
any stage in your life.

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) On World Health Day, McDonald's India West
and South - owned and operated by Westlife Development Ltd -
reaffirmed its commitment to improving the nutritional value of the
food served at its restaurants. The brand, a pioneer of many firsts in
the industry, is also the first QSR brand in India to remove artificial
colours, preservatives, and flavouring from select food items. It will
now display allergen and nutritional information for the entire menu
in-store and on its app, allowing customers to make healthier food
choices through its 'Real Food, Real Good' campaign. McDonald's
believes that nutritional information should be easily accessible to
consumers in order for them to make informed food choices.
Consumers today are concerned not only with what their food contains,
but also with what it does not contain. As a result, in order to increase
consumer trust in the brand, it is raising awareness about the
ingredients in its food by emphasising its progressive move toward
Clean Labels. McSpicy Fried Chicken, Chicken Nuggets, Veg Nuggets,
Chicken Strips, Hashbrowns, and Hotcakes now contain no artificial
colours, flavours, or preservatives. All patties and the iconic
McDonald's fries are free of artificial preservatives, colours, and
flavours. The brand is launching its "Real Food, Real Good" campaign,
which will highlight the quality of its food. The brand has always
strived to be transparent about the food served in its restaurants and
the ingredients used in its products so that customers can make
informed decisions. This will be an ongoing campaign across
traditional and social media to raise consumer awareness of the
brand's food-related efforts. "Food is like technology, which continues
to evolve with time," Smita Jatia, Director, Westlife Development Ltd.
At McDonald's, we are committed to serving superior quality food that
makes consumers feel good about opting for our brand. We have been
working relentlessly to enhance the nutritional profile of our food.
Some years back we introduced whole wheat buns across our
restaurants to give consumers a nutritious choice for their burgers.
Similarly, we have reengineered many of our products to enhance the
nutritional profile of our food and make them more wholesome. As we
go forward, we are committed to adding more products to our menu
that give our consumers more wholesome options to choose from".
When it comes to menu innovation, McDonald's has always been the
industry leader. To ensure complete transparency, Westlife has
invested heavily in establishing a closed-loop supply chain with 100
percent traceability of ingredients back to their farms since bringing
the global brand to India. Its commitment to serving real good food in
its restaurants is evident from previous initiatives in this area.
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THE MASTER OF SPICES

Nutraceuticals: Key to holistic health for women and men

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) Harjinder Singh, also known as Chef
Sweety Singh, has been preparing Punjabi cuisine since the
age of 19. His father began working as a chef at a young age
and moved to Delhi from Amritsar in the 1950s to star t a food
business. Chef Singh's father instilled in him a love of food at a
young age, and he inherited his distinct cooking style. Years
later, he continues the original family business while also run-
ning his own catering business, despite having no formal cook-
ing training. Chef Singh's first food festival was at a hotel in
Chennai in 1998, and he hasn't looked back since. For the last
three decades, he has done pop-ups at hotels across the coun-
try and has risen to the position of Punjabi cuisine Ambassa-
dor. He has been featured in the Discovery Channel shows
'Rhodes Across India' by Gary Rhodes, 'Feeding Frenzy' by
NDTV Good Times, and 'Khaana Khazaana' as the mastermind
behind the 'Ar t of Spice.'
This year, The Lodhi, New Delhi bring its patrons Chef Sweety
Singh's time-honoured culinary splendours to celebrate the
harvest festival of Baisakhi, which is celebrated every Spring
with pomp and grandeur throughout Nor th India. From April 11
to 20, 2022, the Chef has created a festive menu featuring his
signature fare at Elan. Singh's cooking is wholesome and home-
style, but never heavy, as Punjabi cuisine is frequently stereo-
typed to be. His cooking techniques date back to a time when
traditional slow-cooking methods were the norm because they
could alone impar t the perfect balance of flavour to the dish.
Chef Sweety, as a puritan, does not add populist touches to his
food and believes in extracting swaad (umami) without the use
of cashew paste, full-cream, or food colouring to enhance taste.
He is inspired by the food of his 'pind,' or village, as well as his
travels and tastings from restaurants and dhabas across Punjab,
which he masterfully incorporates into his creations.
In keeping with this philosophy, the exclusive menu at Elan
represents the Chef's passion for Nor thern flavours and com-
prises heirloom recipes that he has perfected over the years.
Diners can expect classics like Tandoori Malai Broccoli, Ajwain
Machi Tikka, Kandhari Murgh Tikka, Shahi Maa Di Dal, Dahi
Wala Kathal Masala, Amritsari Meat Tari Wala, Homemade
Chicken Curry and Beetroot Halwa, amongst others.
Commenting on this collaboration with Chef Singh, Mr. Rajesh
Namby, General Manager -- The Lodhi said, "It is a delight to
have the celebrated Chef Sweety Singh at The Lodhi and we are
excited about the pop-up he has curated.

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) People today are more interested in holistic health
than ever before. People are looking for ways to improve their overall health,
and they are also turning to natural remedies and supplements. Nutraceuticals
are substances that, when consumed, provide health benefits. They come in
a variety of forms.
A nutraceutical is a food or beverage fortified with additional nutrients to
provide health benefits. They can be used to improve overall health or to
focus on specific areas of concern. Women, for example, require iron to
maintain energy levels and prevent anaemia, whereas men require zinc to
support prostate health. Both men and women can ensure that they are
getting all of the key nutrients their bodies require for optimal health by taking
a well-rounded nutraceutical supplement. According to Yashna Garg, CMO-
eCommerce, ZeoNutra, "Nutraceuticals provide an easy way to get a daily
dose of antioxidants and other phytonutrients. These nutrients help protect
our cells from damage and play a vital role in preventing diseases altogether.
These offer an easy way to customize your health routine. If you're trying to
address a specific health concern, there is likely a nutraceutical supplement
that can help. For example, if you're struggling with joint pain, taking a
supplement high in glucosamine and chondroitin can be helpful. Or, if you're
looking to boost your energy levels, a supplement with caffeine and B vitamins
may be the right choice for you." One important way that nutraceuticals work
to support holistic health is by providing specific benefits for women and
men individually. "By tailoring their formulations to address the unique needs
of each gender, nutraceuticals can provide a more comprehensive level of
support for overall health. In addition to their gender-specific benefits,
nutraceuticals also offer a wide range of other health advantages. They can
help boost energy levels and improve cognitive function, both of which are

essential for keeping up with the demands of everyday life. They can also
promote healthy skin and hair, strengthen the immune system, and reduce
inflammation throughout the body. By incorporating nutraceuticals into your
daily routine, you can enjoy all these benefits and more!" adds Garg.
According to a study conducted by The National Institutes of Health, these
nutraceuticals are important for boosting energy and overall vitality in a
gender-specific way for women: folic acid, iron, vitamin B12, calcium,
magnesium, and for men: zinc and selenium. When combined with a well-
balanced diet, these supplements offer a comprehensive approach to holistic
health for people of all genders. As a result, if you're looking for ways to
improve your health, consider incorporating one or more of these supplements
into your daily routine! Nutraceuticals, as opposed to pharmaceuticals, have
the potential to be safe and to improve health naturally. Certain nutraceuticals,
however, can cause side effects such as allergic reactions as a result of
interactions with other nutraceuticals or therapeutic drugs. Nutraceuticals
have a powerful effect on your body, which is why it's critical to consume
only the recommended amounts or as directed by your health professional.
People can go to a few places to find high-quality nutraceutical supplements.
The first option is to visit the manufacturer's website. The second option is to
visit an online health store. The third option is to visit a physical store. Finally,
individuals can seek advice from their doctor. Whatever path you take, make
certain that the company has been third-party tested for safety and efficacy.
This will ensure that they receive a high-quality product. Fish oil supplements,
probiotics, multivitamins, and antioxidants are among the best-selling and
highest-quality nutraceuticals on the market today. These supplements have
been shown to provide a variety of health benefits, such as lowering the risk
of heart disease, improving digestion, and increasing energy levels.
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Y MEDIA TEAM LIVE ON LOCATION ALONG WITH GROUP EDITOR & CEO, YUDHVIR JASWAL,
AT LOWE'S BRAMPTON SOUTH WAS AN ENORMOUS SUCCESS

1ST WINNER- RICK SABUCCO 2ND WINNER- VIVEK AND PRIYANKA MAHAJAN 3RD WINNER- MOHINDER BARMI 4TH WINNER- PRIYA PATEL

Y MEDIA GROUP MEGA PRIZE WINNER FROM APRIL 2ND - KULWINDER AND JASWINDER  GHUMAN Y MEDIA MEGA PRIZE WINNER FOR APRIL 10TH - PAHUL BHANGU

Y Media team was live at Lowe's
South Brampton on Sunday, April
10, where an amazing variety of
spring and summer essentials were
available at affordable prices. The
event was a tremendous success
and attracted a large gathering of
people. Y Media team actively
engaged with the community by
organizing different contests. The
people participated in some of the
contests to win various prizes.
At the end of the day, Y Media Team
gave out a mega prize of $250 to
one of the lucky winners.

POOJA LUTHRA Congratulations to Pahul Bhangu,
who won our mega award of $250.
Our 2nd April, mega award
winners, Kulwinder and Jaswinder
Ghuman were also in attendance
to collect their $250 reward.
In addition to this, Y Media team
created hype to engage the
audience in the store by giving out
Lowe's $100 gift cards every hour.
Y Media congratulates our contest
winners, namely Priya Patel,
Mohinder Barmi, Vivek and
Priyanka Mahajan, Dharam Singh
and Rick Sabucco.
Y Media covered this exclusive
event LIVE on Radio Y 91.9 FM and

Channel Y, wherein the participants
came LIVE on air and described
their experiences with the listeners
and the viewers. You can watch this
exclusive event coverage only on
Channel Y Bell 828, Telus 2418,
Rogers 857, Ignite 707 and listen on
Radio Y 91.9 FM. You can also visit our
website southasiandaily.com to know
more information about the same.
Follow us on our Twitter and
Facebook pages: Y Media, to stay
updated with the latest events.
Read our 'Midweek' newspaper
published every Tuesday to know
what's happening in Canada and
worldwide.

WINNER: DHARAM SINGH
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FOODLAND ONTARIO’S “FRESH PERSPECTIVES”

CELEBRATE FRESH ONTARIO FLAVOURS

CHICKEN KORMA
Cutting the chicken thighs into bite-sized pieces reduces the cooking
time of this popular Indian stew. No need to peel the ginger before
chopping. Serve over basmati rice sprinkled with chopped fresh cori-
ander, if desired.
Preparation Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 40 to 45 minutes
Serves 4 to 6
1 tbsp (15 mL) each ground coriander and ground cumin
1 tsp (5 mL) turmeric
1 tsp (5 mL) each salt and black pepper
1/2 tsp (2 mL) cayenne pepper
2 lb (1 kg) boneless skinless Ontario Chicken Thighs
1/4 cup (50 mL) vegetable oil
2 medium Ontario Onions, chopped
4 cloves Ontario Garlic, minced
1 tbsp (15 mL) finely chopped gingerroot
2 bay leaves
8 whole green cardamom pods (optional)
1 cup (250 mL) canned crushed tomatoes
1 cup (250 mL) sodium-reduced chicken broth
1/4 cup (50 mL) whipping cream (35%)
Chopped fresh Ontario Coriander (optional)
In large bowl, combine coriander, cumin, turmeric, salt and black and
cayenne peppers. Cut chicken thighs into 2 or 3 pieces; toss with
spice mixture to coat.
In deep nonstick large skillet, heat oil over medium heat; cook onions
until browned, about 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add garlic,
ginger, bay leaves, and cardamom pods (if using); cook 5 minutes.
Add chicken; cook, stirring until lightly browned, about 5 minutes.
Add tomatoes and broth; bring to boil. Reduce heat, cover and sim-
mer for about 15 minutes or until juices run clear when chicken is
pierced. Add cream; cook, uncovered, 5 minutes. Serve sprinkled
with coriander (if using).
Nutritional Information:
1 Serving (When recipe serves 6):
PROTEIN: 36 grams
FAT: 15 grams
CARBOHYDRATE: 9 grams
CALORIES: 319
FIBRE: 2 grams
CURRIED SWEET POTATO SOUP
You can make this robust soup as spicy as you like depending on the
kind of curry powder.
Preparation Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 25 to 30 minutes
Serves 6 to 8
1 tbsp (15 mL) butter
2 cloves Ontario Garlic, minced
1 medium Ontario Onion, chopped
2 tbsp (25 mL) finely chopped gingerroot
1 tbsp (15 mL) curry powder (mild or medium)
1/2 tsp (2 mL) each ground cumin, ground coriander and salt
1/4 tsp (1 mL) ground nutmeg
1 bay leaf
1-1/2 lb (750 g) Ontario Sweet Potatoes (2 or 3), peeled and cubed
1 Ontario Apple, peeled, cored and chopped
1 can (14 oz/398 mL) light coconut milk
2-1/2 cups (625 mL) chicken broth (approx.)
Chopped fresh Ontario Coriander (optional)
Plain yogurt (optional)
In large saucepan, melt butter; cook garlic, onion and ginger until softened, about 3
minutes. Add curry powder, cumin, coriander, salt, nutmeg and bay
leaf; cook stirring 1 minute.
Add sweet potatoes, apple, coconut milk and broth; bring to boil. Reduce heat and
cook, covered, for 15 minutes or until potatoes are tender.
Let cool slightly; discard bay leaf. Purée, in small batches, in blender

or food processor. Return to saucepan and thin if necessary with
additional broth. Reheat and serve garnished with coriander and dol-
lop of yogur t, if desired.
Nutritional Information:
1 Serving (when recipe serves 8):
PROTEIN: 3 grams
FAT: 4 grams
CARBOHYDRATE: 30 grams
CALORIES: 167
FIBRE: 2.5 grams
APPLE HONEY CAKE
A delicious blend of Indian spices plus Ontario apples and honey
make this a great cake for snacking or desser t.
Preparation Time: 30 minutes
Baking Time: 40 minutes
Serves 9
Cake:
1-1/3 cups (325 mL) all-purpose flour
2/3 cup (150 mL) ground almonds
1/2 tsp (2 mL) each baking powder and baking soda
3/4 tsp (4 mL) ground cardamom
1/2 tsp (2 mL) ground cinnamon
1/4 tsp (1 mL) each ground cloves, nutmeg and salt
1 Ontario Egg
1/2 cup (125 mL) packed brown sugar
1/4 cup (50 mL) each milk and vegetable oil
1/4 cup (50 mL) Ontario Honey
2 medium Ontario Apples, peeled, cored and chopped
Glaze:
1/2 cup (125 mL) Ontario Honey
2 tbsp (25 mL) apple juice or water
1/8 tsp (0.5 mL) ground cardamom
1/4 cup (50 mL) toasted sliced almonds
Line 9-inch (2 L) square baking pan with foil, allowing 2-inch (5 cm)
overhang on 2 sides of pan; grease foil.
In medium bowl, combine flour, ground almonds, baking powder, bak-
ing soda, cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and salt, mixing well.
In large bowl, beat egg with brown sugar until thick and creamy.
Combine milk, oil and honey; add to egg mixture. Stir in dry ingredi-
ents. Fold in apples; spread in prepared pan. Bake in 350°F (180°C)
oven for 35 to 40 minutes or until cake tester comes out clean.
Glaze: In small saucepan, bring honey, apple juice and cardamom to
boil; reduce heat and simmer about 5 minutes or until slightly thick-
ened, stirring occasionally. Place cake on wire rack and gently poke
several holes in cake with fork. Carefully pour warm glaze over cake.
Sprinkle with toasted almonds. Let cool for about 10 minutes, then lift
cake out of pan using foil “handles”. Serve warm or at room tempera-
ture, cut into squares.
Nutritional Information:
1 Serving
PROTEIN: 5 grams
FAT: 12 grams
CARBOHYDRATE: 58 grams
CALORIES: 352
FIBRE: 2 grams
INDIAN RAITA SLAW
Raita (cucumber and yogur t dip) is a traditional “coolant” served with
Indian foods to offset the spiciness. Here it is combined with cabbage
and carrots to make a salad that accomplishes the same thing.
Preparation Time: 20 minutes
Chilling Time: 1 hour
Makes about 5 cups (1.25 L)
3/4 cup (175 mL) plain yogur t
1/3 cup (75 mL) reduced fat or regular mayonnaise
1 cup (250 mL) finely diced Ontario Greenhouse Cucumber
3 tbsp (45 mL) lime juice
1 tbsp (15 mL) Ontario Honey

1-1/2 tsp (7 mL) toasted cumin
seeds
1/4 cup (50 mL) chopped fresh mint
1/4 tsp (1 mL) pepper
4 cups (1 L) shredded Ontario Green
Cabbage
1 medium Ontario Carrot, coarsely
grated
In large bowl, combine yogurt, mayon-
naise, cucumber, lime juice, honey,
cumin seeds, mint and pepper, mixing
well. Add cabbage and carrot; toss to
coat. Chill at least 1 hour before serv-
ing. Toss again before serving.
Tip: To toast cumin seeds, cook in
small skillet over medium heat,
stirring, until slightly darker and
fragrant, about 2 minutes. Cool.
Nutritional Information:
1 Serving (1/2 cup/125 mL):
PROTEIN: 2 grams
FAT: 3 grams
CARBOHYDRATE: 7 grams
CALORIES: 59
FIBRE: 1 gram

MARCH BREAK IDEAS
Invite the kids into the kitchen this March break. Plan a menu,
make a shopping list and shop together.
Don’t forget to look for Ontario fresh food when you shop. Make
a game of it and ask your children to look for the Foodland
Ontario symbol throughout the store.
Some child-friendly options to consider include: Baked Pota-
toes or Chili topped with Ontario cheese or salsa; Muffins or
Cakes featuring apples and carrots; or try Pancakes topped
with Ontario maple syrup.
Then it’s back to the kitchen for fun. You should supervise all
cutting and cooking until children are old enough to do it them-
selves.
Visit foodlandontario.ca for seasonal recipes your kids will
love.
Maple Creme Brulee
Marvellous maple treats
Enjoy one of these sweet treats at brunch or dinner.
Maple Crème Brûlée: This easy-to-make brûlée is even more
special with the addition of Ontario maple syrup.
Maple Apple Upside-Down Cake: The maple syrup makes a
tasty glaze over the apples in this cake. Serve warm with a
scoop of vanilla ice cream.
Maple Fudge: Try this creamy fudge made with Ontario maple
syrup. To achieve the right texture, it is best to use a candy
thermometer.
Self-Saucing Apple and Spiced Rum Pudding: Sweet apples
and maple syrup team-up with spiced rum for a taste of the
islands in this easy and delicious warm saucy desser t.
French Toast Breakfast Muffins: Toss cinnamon bread cubes
with apples; add eggs, milk, maple syrup and bake.
Fresh Perspectives: Your Media Tool
Use Fresh Perspectives as inspiration for your own stories.
Visit our website at media.foodlandontario.ca and register to
download recipes and photography.
Reprint stories by copying and pasting from the pdf.
Credit Foodland Ontario for all recipes and photography down-
loaded.
Looking for a spokesperson for television or radio? Contact
Public Relations Specialist, Joan Fraser at 416-624-1593 or
joan.fraser@ontario.ca.
Irish Beef and Potato Dinner
St. Patrick’s Day
You don’t need the luck of the Irish to prepare a tasty meal on
St. Paddy’s Day. Celebrate with a traditional meal of Irish Stew
or try one of these ideas:
A blarney breakfast: Star t your day with slices of honey ham,
scrambled eggs and Savoury Soda Bread.
A luck o’the Irish lunch: Enjoy a bowl of Corned Beef and Cab-
bage Soup. Serve with crusty rolls.
A shamrock supper: Savour a plate of Irish Beef and Potato
Dinner featuring Ontario potatoes, parsnips, carrots, onions
and cabbage.
Chopped Salad with Miso Dressing
Ontario greenhouse vegetables
Spring is here and Ontario greenhouse cucumbers, lettuce, peppers
and tomatoes make the most delicious recipes to enjoy.
Cherry tomatoes + mini cucumbers + yellow peppers: Enjoy
this colourful Chopped Salad with Miso Dressing packed with
delicious flavours and textures. Ontario greenhouse lettuce is
topped with a flavourful mixture of bulgur, cabbage, red onion,
tomatoes, cucumber, mint leaves, sweet yellow peppers and
sweetened with local honey.
Sweet peppers + grape tomatoes: For a quick and delicious
dinner, who wouldn’t love to sitdown and enjoy a Tex-Mex
Chicken Sheet Pan Supper. Everything is placed on a baking
sheet and ready to enjoy in 22 minutes.
Cherry tomatoes: Use cherry tomatoes to make Roasted Cherry
Tomato and Mushroom Quinoa Risotto. Serve with a green salad
or as a side for chicken, fish or beef.
Cucumbers: Thinly sliced greenhouse cucumbers are delicious
in this Maple-Miso Glazed Trout with Sesame Cucumbers. A
great enter taining or everyday recipe.
An Ontario Easter brunch
After the kids have finished hunting for Easter eggs, gather
your family for a memorable mid-day meal. These menu ideas
will please everyone at your table.
Excellent eggs: If you’re planning a sitdown meal, serve Eggs
Benedicts with Ontario bacon and sliced greenhouse tomatoes.
For a casual buffet style brunch, set out foods family can easily
serve themselves, including a bowl of hard-cooked eggs, sliced
peameal bacon and a basket of Rhubarb Granola Muffins.
Perfect protein: Make Honey-Glazed Ham, roast duck or pork
tenderloin the star attraction on your table and surround it with
side dishes that your guests will love; try Sauteéd Mixed Mush-
rooms with Herbs, Roasted Cherry Tomato and Mushroom Ri-
sotto or Scalloped Potatoes with Smoked Gouda.
Superb sweets: Create a crowd-pleasing apple or carrot cake
in a Bunny or Egg shape using a mould. Decorate it with piped
icing, jelly beans and gum drops. Or, enjoy a slice of Maple,
Apple and Carrot Layered Cake.
Maple, Apple and Carrot Layered Cake
Weekly menus
Make every day of the week delicious with these tasty recipe
ideas your whole family will enjoy.
Muffin Monday:Bake a batch of Honey Oat Apple Muffins, enjoy
them now or freeze muffins to enjoy later.
Taco Tuesday: Enjoy Sweet Jerk Pulled Pork Tacosserved with
shredded cabbage, carrots and green onions.
Waffle Wednesday:Try our Roasted Strawberry Rhubarb Waffle
Bowl. Perfect for breakfast or desser t.
Turkey Thursday: Your family will love Turkey Shawarma
Bowls or Mushroom and Turkey Stuffed Shells. Yum!

L I F E S T Y L E
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CELEBRITIES INSPIRE YOU TO GO GREEN THIS SUMMER
NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) A hot Indian summer necessitates the return
to bright colours -- fuchsia pink, indigo and bright yellows are just
right for the heat. In case you didn't notice, green should be your go to
colour this season. It might have something to do with sustainability,
gardening, summer safaris or the desire to explore the great out-
doors, this regenerative hue has made waves both on and off the
runway. It is summer's unquestionable celebrity favourite, and we've
picked out the best looks to help you join the bandwagon.
Janhvi Kapoor
Janhvi strapless lime green number with a trail and cinched waist
has us aching to go for a sundown par ty.
Ananya Pandey
All work and no play, not for Ananya Pandey as she works this green
dress with a pair of bright red heels and layered chunky chains.
Deepika Padukone

Padukone hits all the style notes with this outfit. Sneakers, check! A
crop top, check! Leather pants, check... and that too all in green. This
winning athleisure monotone style is our favourite.
Vaani Kapoor
Vaani Kapoor is smoking hit in this lime green cut-out bathing suit,
perfect for your summer getaway!
Kareena Kapoor Khan
Trust the style diva to give us red carpet goals in this sweeping green
gown. The minimal make-up and a high pony give the perfect sum-
mer vibes.
Kiara Advani
Kiara Advani teams a neon blouse with high waisted pants for el-
evated casuals.
Malaika Arora
Malaika Arora's bold lemon pant suit is not for the faint hear ted.

HAIRSTYLES TO BEAT THE SUMMER HEAT

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) The sun has finally shown its face, and
we're eager to embrace our summer vibes. Though, in the blazing
heat, no one needs a thick mop of hair around their neck, that's why
some low-maintenance summer hairstyles are a must to keep our
hair looking great while also keeping us cool. Plus, no matter how hot
it gets, they're quick, don't require any heat, and remain out of your
sweaty face. Here are some of our favourite summer hairstyles that
will keep you looking cute while you're out and about.
HIGH PONY
Brush your hair back and secure the elastic tightly for the per-
fect high pony. Add a bobby pin to the base of the ponytail, pointing
up, to add volume.
LOW SLICKED-BACK TWISTED BUN
Pull all of your hair back into a low pony at the back of your head to
achieve this sleek bun. Then, twist your hair clockwise all the way
down and style it into the desired bun shape. You can make a classic
bun shape.
SPACE BUNS
Space buns are classic because they look chic and cool with very
little effort. They are probably the easiest hairstyle out there. Simply
create two small buns on either side of your head and secure them
with an elastic or a bobby pin. This look works well whether it's sleek
or messy, making it as versatile as it is.
BRAIDED BUN
This style gives your low messy buns a little something extra. Part
your hair on the side and braid it from the crown of your head to the
back, where you want the base of your bun to be. Then, using elastic
and bobby pins, gather the rest of the hair into a messy bun.
SLEEK LOW PONY WITH ACCESSORY
Ponytails are popular because they can be styled in a variety of
ways while remaining incredibly simple. Brush your hair back,
removing any lumps or creases. At the nape of your neck, gather
all of your hair and secure with an elastic. Complete the look with
your favourite hair accessory.
MESSY WRAPPED PONYTAIL
This ponytail looks great because it highlights any natural texture or
leftover curls. Make a ponytail at the nape of your neck with your hair.
To keep the pony in place, use an elastic. To hide the elastic, pull a
small piece of hair from underneath the ponytail and wrap it around it.
Pin the end of your hair to your head with a bobby pin.
TWISTED UP-DO
This simple updo looks elegant while requiring little effort. Pull your
hair back into a ponytail with an elastic, and make a space at the base
of the pony to pull the ponytail through and add a twist to the hair.
TWISTED TOP KNOT
A sleek top-knot is one of the most popular hairstyles because it
looks put together and looks good on almost any hair type. Pull your
hair to the top of your head with a brush, making sure to brush out any
creases or bumps. Gather your hair into a ponytail and secure it with
an elastic to keep it tight and in place. Then, twist your hair into a bun
and pin it in place with bobby pins.

STAY HEALTHY THIS SUMMER

NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) Want to keep healthy and avoid the
scorching summer heat, which is a common concern at this
time of year?
The summer heat is not only physically exhausting and un-
comfor table, but it also puts us at risk for ailments like skin
irritation, rashes, fever, dehydration, and food poisoning. While
the summer heat is enjoyable, it is vital that we do not disre-
gard our health. Extra care must be made to battle the heat and
stay fit and healthy during this season.
Consume plenty of water: Summer heat and sweat can dehy-
drate your body, resulting in unfavourable health outcomes
such as fever and chills. Drink at least 2 to 3 litres of water per
day to keep yourself hydrated.
Take precautions to avoid heatstroke: Another major issue that
older adults face during the hot summer months is heatstroke.
The main reason that older adults are more vulnerable to this
is that their bodies do not adjust to temperature changes as
quickly. High fever, nausea, vomiting, headache, and dizzi-
ness are all common symptoms of heatstroke.
Light and comfor table attires: In the summer, it is best to dress
in breathable and lightweight clothing to keep your body tem-
perature regulated in the hot sun. Instead of heavy clothing,
choose natural fabrics such as cotton and linen.
Indoor stays are best: Outdoor activities should be limited to
the cooler par ts of the day, such as early mornings before 11
a.m. or late evenings after 5 p.m.
Eat healthy and light: Consume small, frequent meals. Heavy
meals with high carbohydrate and fat content generate a lot of
heat in the body. Concentrate on fresh fruits and vegetables
with high water content, such as oranges, watermelon, toma-
toes, and so on.
Protect your eyes: Wear protective eyewear to protect your
eyes from the harsh sunlight at work and at play. When going
outside, wear sunglasses that block at least 99 per cent of UV
rays.
Avoid Alcohol and Caffeine: Alcohol, fizzy drinks, and coffee
can all dehydrate you quickly. If at all possible, try to limit your
intake of these popular beverages, especially during hot
weather. A good substitute is a plain or flavoured water.

HOW TO BALANCE YOUR 'DOSHAS' DURING SUMMER?
NEW DELHI, (IANSLIFE) 'Doshas' are biological energies found in our bodies
and minds made up of five major elements (Panchabhutas), which are linked
to our five senses and subtle actions. Doshas govern our physical, physi-
ological, mental, and emotional processes and define our optimal health.
Each of the 'doshas' - VATA, PITTA, and KAPHA - has a specific function in our
body and is supposed to be present at an optimum level to determine perfect
health, and any imbalance in these 'doshas' can harm our health. Below is
how 'doshas' are formed from the five great elements - EARTH, FIRE, WATER,
AIR & ETHER.
. AIR and ETHER together form VATA
. FIRE and WATER forms PITTA
. WATER and EARTH make KAPHA
These three 'doshas' can be found in varying proportions in everyone, and

their proportions can change depend-
ing on the climate and food habits.
Changes in 'Doshas' during summer
Because of the scorching heat out-
side, our bodies feel hotter internally
as well. The fire and air elements are
slightly on the higher side, which in-
creases both Pitta and Vata 'doshas'.
During this time, our digestive fire
and vitality are also at their lowest.
Because summer is the season of
Pita aggravation, one should con-
sume more pita-calming foods dur-
ing this time. Foods that are cooling,
liquid in consistency, sweet in taste,
moist and oily are recommended to
calm Pita. Avoiding foods that are
spicy, hot, sour, or salty should be
avoided. During the summer season,
milk, ghee, naturally sweet foods, co-
conut water, jeera water rice prepa-
ration, and so on are recommended
to balance the 'doshas'.
Excess Pita 'dosha' is managed dur-
ing the summer by foods with three
prominent tastes in our food that are
sweet, bitter, and astringent in na-
ture. Milk, root vegetables, most
grains, fresh yoghurt, and other natu-
rally sweet foods are excellent pita
pacifiers. Aside from these bitter
foods, other pita-friendly foods in-
clude kale, dandelion, dark choco-
late, and spices such as cumin,
neem leaves, turmeric, and others.
The bitter taste is also very refresh-
ing to the body. Bitter foods also ben-
efit the blood, satisfy thirst, balance
the appetite, support digestion, and
absorb moisture and excess pitta.
Beans, fruits, vegetables, apples,
berries, broccoli, and other crucifer-
ous vegetables, in addition to these,
help to reduce summer stress.
While we should focus on some of
the foods listed above, we should also
try to limit certain foods that can aggra-
vate the summer's predominantly high
'dosha'. These foods are either overly
pungent, sour, or salty. Foods like chil-
lies, onions, and spicy spices should
be avoided or limited. Fermented foods,
grapes, pineapple, and foods that cause
a burning sensation in the stomach
should be avoided in our daily diet. Salad
dressings containing lime, on the other
hand, can be used in place of traditional
salad dressings. Another element that
can both increase and decrease in-
flammation in the body is salt.
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